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Impacts of Predictive Text on Writing Content

Abstract

People are increasingly communicating using digital technologies, especially

using written language. Many modern text entry systems include features that

offer predictive suggestions of words and phrases. These features have been de-

signed and evaluated for the goal of making text entry more efficient. However,

when these predictions are shown to writers to use, they also serve as sugges-

tions of what content to write. This dissertation addresses two main questions:

what effects do current predictive text system designs have on writing content,

and what are some challenges and opportunities to designing the effects that

predictive systems can have on writing content?

The human-subjects studies conducted found evidence that the text that

people write using predictive text entry systems reflects bias of these systems.

Specifically, the presence of word suggestions decreased the degree to which

writers chose the sorts of words that the system would not have expected in an

image captioning task. Phrase suggestions resulted in even more predictable

writing than word suggestions. Finally, phrase suggestions that were generated
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with a bias towards positive sentiment resulted in people writing more positive

content, which implies that biases in training data could lead to biases in the

content people create.

Several pilot studies towards designing suggestions with different effects failed

because writers viewed the experimental suggestions as irrelevant, so the dis-

sertation presents work along two approaches towards enabling alternative sug-

gestion designs. First, it discusses how to design suggestion systems that can

adjust content attributes without overly compromising suggestion acceptability

by applying an approach from reinforcement learning. Then it discusses how to

design suggestions to guide writers about what topics to include, including a

study comparing the perceived relevance of two designs.
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1
Introduction

Intelligent text entry technologies have been developed to enable writers to ex-

press themselves with less effort and fewer mistakes. One of the most widely de-

ployed mechanisms in intelligent text entry technology is predictive text, which

is ubiquitous on touchscreen keyboards and increasingly deployed in desktop-

based composition interfaces as well. For example, predictions are enabled by

default on both Android and iOS smartphones, and Google’s Smart Compose

(Chen et al., 2019) offers phrase predictions on both desktop and mobile.

Predictive text is unprecedented: for the first time in the history of writing,
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our tablets do not only record our words, they offer words to us. But predictive

text systems are currently designed and evaluated under the assumption that

the way in which text is entered does not affect the content that people will

choose to enter using it. This assumption may lead to missed opportunities for

more effective design and unawareness of potential negative consequences such

as bias.

The technology used to enter written content continues to be designed and

evaluated primarily based on the task of transcribing text, not composing it.

The ubiquitous QWERTY keyboard layout was developed and evaluated accord-

ing to the needs of people writing down messages that they heard in Morse code

(Yasuoka & Yasuoka, 2011). Even though taking dictation is very rare today

compared with the 1800s, almost all studies of text entry systems, including all

those presented at the most recent top-tier HCI conference (CHI 2019), have

maintained the same evaluation approach: “type this.” By specifying exactly

the text to type, a transcription study ignores even the possibility that the text

entry system can affect the content of writing.

Data-driven predictive systems such as predictive text suggestions can have

several kinds of biases. Some biases are inherent to the design of the system:

for example, predictive text systems are typically designed to show only those
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words that are most likely to occur in a given context. Other biases emerge

from the interaction of training data and algorithms: for example, the training

data may over-represent some kinds of writing, or even if the training data is

superficially neutral with respect to some trait of the writing, the learning algo-

rithm may perform better when modeling one type than another. Biases may

also be created by intentional data-driven manipulation of system behavior by

its designers, e.g., by shifting the objective function.

My thesis is that the text that people write using predictive text en-

try systems reflects the biases of these systems.

The evidence that supports this thesis is the following:

• When writing with predictive suggestions, participants in my first study

wrote captions that were shorter and included fewer words that the predic-

tive system did not expect (Chapter 3).

• The length of predictive suggestions (single words vs multi-word phrases)

affected the number of unexpected words that participants wrote in restau-

rant reviews in my second study (Chapter 4).

• Human annotators found that phrase predictions generated by a conven-

tional phrase prediction system are biased towards positive sentiment

despite attempts to balance the sentiment of training data (Chapter 5).

• Participants wrote restaurant reviews that included more positive content

when the phrase suggestions that they used were artificially slanted to-
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wards positive content, but the reviews were more balanced when the sug-

gestions given to writers were slanted negative. However, writers generally

expressed a preference for the positively slanted system (also presented in

Chapter 5).

Suggestion content that systematically differed from most-likely predictions

was typically rejected by writers, who tended to view them as less relevant.

However, I also present a simulation experiment that illustrates that system de-

signers can intentionally manipulate content by explicitly managing the tradeoff

between content manipulation and suggestion acceptability.

In a final exploratory study, I probed whether alternatives to the traditional

next-word or next-phrase interaction might guide writers in generating novel

and valuable content. I found that even high-quality example sentences were

often viewed as irrelevant, but those same sentences re-expressed as questions

were perceived as useful and relevant (Chapter 7).

The chapters are organized as follows:

1.1 Inherent Bias

Predictive text systems exhibit bias inherent to their interaction design:

they are designed to offer the words that would be least surprising to the sys-

tem given the preceding context. In chapter 3, I studied how writers respond to
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this bias when writing image captions using predictive text systems. I show that

people appropriate the system’s aversion to surprise: they write fewer words

that the system would not have expected, leading to captions that are shorter

overall.

Several recent systems (Quinn & Zhai, 2016; Chen et al., 2019) also hide

suggestions when the system’s predictive confidence is low, causing there to

be some words that the system would expect but chooses not to show. When

participants in my study wrote with this type of thresholded suggestions, they

still wrote shorter captions, but also used fewer of the expected words—perhaps

because those words were not shown.

Several recent systems, such as Google’s Smart Compose, offer predictions of

multi-word phrases (Chen et al., 2019). In chapter 4, I show that phrase predic-

tions reduce unexpected words by an even greater extent than word predictions.

Many participants a expressed preference for the phrase suggestions (perhaps

due to their novelty), but the effect on overall typing speed was neutral: timing

data suggest that the benefit of being able to type multiple words with a single

gesture was offset by the increased cost of evaluating each suggestion.
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1.2 Emergent Bias

Predictive text systems exhibit emergent bias due to interactions between algo-

rithms and training data. In chapter 5, I show that phrase prediction systems

readily exhibit sentiment biases, even when steps are taken to avoid biases in

training data. I then show that people, when offered suggestions with biased

sentiment, appropriate that sentiment in their writing—but only when they per-

ceive the suggestions to be relevant. Together these findings indicate a chain of

bias: bias in training data leads to bias in system behavior, which in turn leads

to bias in what people write.

1.3 Manipulated Bias

Predictive text systems can be manipulated to encourage specific kinds of desir-

able content, whether for benevolent ends (such as encouraging civil discourse

on online forums) or malevolent (such as encouraging disinformation or click-

bait). In chapter 6, I address a significant blocker to successful manipulation

of suggestion content: how to maintain acceptability of the suggestions being

offered. I apply a technique based on counterfactual learning to estimate the

perceived relevance of a candidate system without requiring repeated human-

subjects experiments. I demonstrate its effectiveness using simulated acceptance
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data, then show an example of its results on suggestion acceptance data col-

lected from human writers. In light of this potential for manipulation, I call on

platforms to be transparent in the ways that they might attempt to manipu-

late writing and for further research on how third-party auditors might hold

platforms accountable for their content nudges.

1.4 Opportunities for Guiding Content Creation

The results presented in the above chapters indicate that next-word prediction,

the dominant interaction technique used for predictive text, is especially vul-

nerable to bias. Could alternative interaction techniques reduce the risk of bias

while also enabling new kinds of support for content generation?

Drawing inspiration from writing interventions and creativity support tools,

I propose next-topic prediction as a task for predictive text in chapter 7. An

exploratory study comparing two ways of operationalizing it in an interactive in-

terface resulted in a clear preference for a design that presents questions. I then

present an initial feasibility study of applying predictive modeling techniques to

generate relevant questions during a writing task.
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2
Related Work

This dissertation builds on prior studies in intelligent text entry systems, predic-

tive language modeling, and the cognitive processes involved in creative tasks

such as writing.

2.1 Text Entry

Modern touchscreen keyboards use a flexible interface typically called the sug-

gestion bar, which can be used to show completions, corrections (possibly auto-

matically accepted) (Bi et al., 2014), alternative interpretations of ambiguous
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stroke gestures (Reyal et al., 2015), and even emoji and other functionality.

The low-level process of text entry has been the subject of extensive study

and innovation. Predictive language modeling in text input interfaces were first

developed to assist those with motor impairments and poor typists (Darragh

et al., 1990), but have seen much wider adoption today. They reduce motor

effort and errors, but their overall effect on speed depends on system design

choices (Quinn & Zhai, 2016) and individual characteristics (Koester & Levine,

1994).

2.1.1 Interaction Techniques

Many different interactions have been evaluated for intelligent technology for

text entry. Broadly, these techniques can be divided as follows:

• Adaptations to the processing of the stream of input actions (e.g., key

taps)

• Adaptations to the input interface shown to writers

• Interactive functions added to already-entered text (e.g., auto-correction

suggestions); we will not discuss these
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Input Processing

Traditional text entry was characterized by a fixed mapping of physical inputs

(presses on discrete mechanical keys) to character inputs. However, contem-

porary systems instead treat physical inputs as noisy signals of the desired

characters. One such technique is word gesture typing, in which writers can

enter words by tracing over their letters on a conventional keyboard layout

(Zhai & Kristensson, 2012). Many study participants enjoyed gesture typing

(Reyal et al., 2015), and it is available as a standard feature on nearly all cur-

rent smartphones. Also, recent work by Vertanen and others found speed and

accuracy benefits from systems that infer the desired input from sequences of

imprecise or erroneous taps on touchscreen soft keyboards (Vertanen et al.,

2015, 2018, 2019). By adjusting the logical target region of each key dynami-

cally, these systems can function almost imperceptibly to writers (Findlater &

Wobbrock, 2012; Baldwin & Chai, 2012). Similar approaches can be used to en-

able fundamentally ambiguous interfaces, such as the 1Line keyboard (Li et al.,

2011), that map multiple characters to the same input region.
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Dynamic Interface Adaptation

Input processing systems are designed to process input provided by a human

who has a fixed mapping from desired words to motor actions. In contrast,

many systems have explored the potential of how users can respond to chang-

ing interfaces. For example, eye-tracking keyboards can dynamically adjust the

dwell times required to enter a letter based on its likelihood in context (Mott

et al., 2017). One of the most distinctive examples is a system called Dasher,

which uses a spatial navigation metaphor to allow users to enter text (Ward

et al., 2000; Rough et al., 2014; Vertanen & MacKay, 2010). However, the most

common interaction of this type is autocomplete, discussed below.

Autocompletion

Autocompletion systems adapt the text entry interface by offering completions

of partially entered text that can be entered using shortcut gestures. These sys-

tems use language modeling of existing text to reduce the number of actions

required to enter text (Koester & Levine, 1994; Stoop & van den Bosch, 2014).

They can draw on both general past texts and the specific user’s recent history

(Fowler et al., 2015). Early systems required the prefix text to be correct (Dar-

ragh et al., 1990), but current systems integrate disambiguation to allow the
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same interface to be used for both completion and correction (Bi et al., 2014).

Recent systems have explored alternative interfaces, such as offering complete-

sentence replies (Kannan et al., 2016) and offering a single highly likely phrase

continuation, like Google’s Smart Compose (Chen et al., 2019).

The predictions are usually generated by a language model that is trained on

a wide range of data (Vertanen et al., 2018, 2015), though some implementa-

tions customize the predictions using the author’s past writing or suggestions

from conversation partners (Fiannaca et al., 2017). Recent systems have ex-

plored alternative interfaces, such as offering complete-sentence replies (Kannan

et al., 2016) and offering a single highly likely phrase continuation, like Google’s

Smart Compose (Chen et al., 2019).

2.1.2 Effect on Performance

Almost all studies of text input have relied on transcription studies: participants

are given phrases to enter as quickly and accurately as possible (Polacek et al.,

2013).

Effective use of autocomplete interactions requires that writers read the pre-

dictions. Various researchers have pointed out that the costs of perceiving and

evaluating the presented options detracts from the effort-saving benefit of reduc-
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ing the number of error-prone actions, so predictions may not actually improve

performance (Koester & Levine, 1994; Trnka et al., 2009; Quinn & Zhai, 2016).

Use of autocomplete suggestions varies widely between people (Buschek et al.,

2018) and may vary depending on the emotional state of a single person (Ghosh

et al., 2019).

2.1.3 Effect on Content

In 2014, Kristensson and Veranen advocated composition tasks in text entry

studies (Kristensson & Vertanen, 2014), but only a few studies published since

then (Buschek et al., 2018; Vertanen et al., 2018 and the work we present in this

dissertation) have heeded their advice.

One of these studies presented a methodology to collect typing data in the

wild, but the design consideration of participant privacy prevented collection

of rich data about writing content (Buschek et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the

study did find that people used suggestions extensively and that there were

substantial differences in suggestion use between writers.

One text entry study (investigating key-target resizing) asked pairs of par-

ticipants to chat with each other, so the text entered was highly open-ended

and natural, but the researchers made no attempt to study how the text entry
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system might affect content (Baldwin & Chai, 2012).

One study of an interactive translation prediction system found a weak trend

towards translations being more conventional (as measured by higher BLEU

scores when comparing with reference human translations) when written using

a predictive text system that suggested phrases based on machine translation

(Green et al., 2014).

2.2 Bias in Predictive Systems

Although machine learning algorithms typically do not contain discriminatory

biases by themselves, recent work has demonstrated that systems based on

these algorithms can make prejudiced decisions—in domains such as hiring,

lending, or law enforcement—if the data sets used to train the algorithms are

biased (Barocas & Selbst, 2016). Such biased data sets are more common than

initially suspected: Recent work demonstrated that two popular text corpora,

the Google News dataset and the Common Crawl database of website text,

contain race and gender biases, and machine learning systems incorporate those

biases into their internal representations (Caliskan et al., 2017) unless specific

effort is made to remove a given bias (Bolukbasi et al., 2016).
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2.3 Cognition in Content Creation

2.3.1 Writing Process

Writing integrates processes at many different levels of cognition (Deane et al.,

2008; Torrance & Galbraith, 2006; Hayes & Chenoweth, 2006). Technology has

been developed to aid in some of the higher-level processes of writing, such as

collaboration (Teevan et al., 2018; Amir et al., 2019), ideation (Clark et al.,

2018), information gathering (Babaian et al., 2002), and feedback (Hui et al.,

2018).

Although many writers may think that they first plan out a specific phrase

or sentence and then type it in, studies of writing process suggest that planning

is interleaved in text production (Torrance & Galbraith, 2006). For example,

writers plan sentences only a few words ahead of producing them (Martin et al.,

2010), pause longer between larger semantic units (Torrance, 2015), and look

back on previously written text while writing new text (Torrance et al., 2016).

Thus, decisions about writing content may be influenced by events that hap-

pen during text production, such as a predictive text system offering a sugges-

tion.
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2.3.2 Speech Act Theory

Communication (written or spoken) is more than description of the current

state of the world; it is goal-directed. Speech Act theory accounts for speakers’

(and writers’) communicative choices in terms of the effect that the communi-

cation has on the hearer (or reader). In particular, Rational Speech Act (RSA)

theory models speakers’ choice of expressions by probabilistic reasoning about

how listeners will update their beliefs about the speaker’s intentions (Good-

man & Frank, 2016). RSA has been used to model language choices made in

lab settings (Goodman & Frank, 2016) and corpora (Orita et al., 2015). Objec-

tives based on RSA have been used to automatically generate pragmatic image

captions (Cohn-Gordon et al., 2018).

RSA theory weights the communicative utility of an utterance against the

cost of producing it (Goodman & Frank, 2016; Orita et al., 2015). By offer-

ing some words as predictions, predictive text suggestions reduce one kind of

cost—the number of taps necessary. However, they reduce the cost of certain ut-

terances more than others, so people may therefore favor lower-cost utterances,

i.e., those suggested as predictions.
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2.4 Tools for Content Creators

Technology has been developed to support content creators in a wide variety of

ways, such as structuring collaboration in writing (Teevan et al., 2018), ideation

(Clark et al., 2018), information gathering (Babaian et al., 2002), and feedback

(Hui et al., 2018). In this dissertation we focus on tools that provide content

suggestions to writers, rather than other kinds of support such as teamwork

coordination or feedback. This section discusses tools that provide content sug-

gestions in a variety of domains.

2.4.1 Technology-Mediated Writing Interventions

Writers can benefit from guidance about what makes for good writing in a par-

ticular domain. The IntroAssist system provided a checklist of elements to in-

clude in an effective introductory help request message, along with tagged ex-

amples (Hui et al., 2018). The Critique Style Guide assisted untrained workers

writing design critiques by providing a “style guide” containing attributes of

helpful feedback, paired with examples (Krause et al., 2017). Both the elements

of IntroAssist and the attributes of Critique Style Guide were static and curated

by experts (although the guidelines in Critique Style Guide were informed by

using domain-general language processing methods to predict ratings of helpful-
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ness); neither system provided automatic feedback.

Systems can scaffold novice writers in specific domains. When describing

scientific images (graphs and charts), novices more often wrote descriptions

containing desired aspects when an initial description was generated by filling

templates with their answers to domain-specific questions (Morash et al., 2015).

Story prompts can increase the quality of stories written by students, especially

students with learning disabilities (Graves et al., 1994). The CritiqueKit system

used formative assessment and examples to encourage writers to provide specific,

actionable, and justified feedback on creative artifacts (Ngoon et al., 2018).

Summarization

Summary Street is an automated writing evaluation system for summarization

tasks that provides feedback on the degree to which a written summary covers

various aspects of a source text (Wade-Stein & Kintsch, 2004). It uses LSA to

measure similarity between the words used in sentences in the summary with

words used in each section of the source text. Its feedback employs goal-setting

and progress measurement to guide and motivate writers to make revisions.
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Creative Writing

Systems have been developed to support writers in exploring alternatives in

writing and related tasks. For example, fan-fiction writers have used VoiceBox

by Botnik, a word prediction system that can be trained on a targeted corpus of

writing, to produce entertaining fan fiction.

2.5 Autocompletion

The “autocomplete” interaction has become widespread not only in text entry

but also search queries, programming, and tagging.

In web search, it can be used to assist query formulation by discovering other

possible search queries (Dehghani et al., 2017). In programming, it can be used

to scaffold the entry of complex structures In list selection, autocomplete can be

used to help taggers converge on a set of consistent tags.

Autocomplete interactions can use various forms of context to generate com-

pletions. For example, “AutoComPaste” generates suggestions based on text

visible in other windows, which enables copying any visible text by simply typ-

ing a prefix of it rather than an explicit copy and paste (Zhao et al., 2012).

“Restorable Backspace” uses recently deleted text for suggesting phrases to

insert, which helped users who delete and retype to fix mistakes (Arif et al.,
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2016).
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3
Word Suggestions Discourage the

Unexpected

This chapter contains content published in the proceedings of IUI 2020 (Arnold

et al., 2020). The pronouns “we”, “our”, and “us” in this chapter refer to the

authors of that paper.

This chapter reports a study where we compared image captions written with

different kinds of predictive text suggestions. Our key findings were that cap-

tions written with suggestions were shorter and that they included fewer words
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that the system did not predict. Suggestions also boosted text entry speed, but

with diminishing benefit for faster typists.

The contributions of this chapter are:

• a computable measure that is sensitive to the degree to which writing

content reflects what a system expects

• results from a human-subjects writing study that captions written were

shorter and contained fewer unexpected words when predictions were

visible

• results from the same study that predictive suggestions still have a signif-

icant effect on content even when low-confidence predictions are hidden,

and

• two conjectured mechanisms (skip and substitution nudges) to account for

these results, supported by supplemental analysis

Predictive systems are designed to offer suggestions that reduce writers’ typ-

ing effort by offering shortcuts to enter one of a small number of words that the

system predicts are most likely to be typed next. As such, the suggestions are,

by construction, the words that are the most predictable in their context. Thus,

writers who follow these suggestions may create writing that is more predictable

than they would create without such suggestions.

To study what effects predictive text suggestions might have on content, we

conducted a within-subjects study (N=109 participants, 109 × 12 = 1308 texts)
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Figure 3.1: When writing with suggestions, people tended to choose shorter and more pre-
dictable wordings (such as ‘man’, in the screenshot above, instead of ‘hitter’ or ‘baseball player’),
than writing without such suggestions. (Image credit: https://flic.kr/p/6Yxc61)
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where writers wrote captions for images while we varied characteristics of the

predictive suggestions that a keyboard offered. Our study compared always-

available predictive suggestions against two alternatives. To measure the overall

effect of suggestions on writing content, we compared to a baseline where sug-

gestions were never shown. (We were able to make this comparison because we

used measures of content that were insensitive to differences in process.) And

to study the content effects of an intervention previously studied only for effi-

ciency (Quinn & Zhai, 2016), we also compared always-available suggestions to

a condition in which suggestions were hidden when the predictive system had

low confidence.

Our key findings were that captions written with suggestions were shorter

and that they included fewer words that the system did not predict. Thus, pre-

dictive text led to more predictable writing. We also found that suggestions

increased typing speed, but with diminishing returns for faster typists.

3.1 Background

This section discusses background specific to the confidence gating intervention

we study. General background and related work can be found in Chapter 2.

The decision of if and when to proactively offer assistance is one of the key
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choices in the design of mixed-initiative user interfaces (Horvitz, 1999). Pre-

dictive text systems are no exception: some systems offer suggestions almost

constantly (e.g., the “suggestion bar” in most touchscreen keyboards), while

other systems, such as Smart Compose (Chen et al., 2019), offer suggestions

only in situations where they are highly confident that the suggestion will be

accepted. One study found that this confidence thresholding intervention made

text entry faster when compared with always-visible suggestions (Quinn & Zhai,

2016), but the effect of this intervention on content is unknown.

The diagnostic automation literature has found that confidence threshold-

ing can influence human attitudes and behaviors. Diagnostic automation sys-

tems such as alarms can use a confidence threshold to trade off misses and false

alarms, as described by signal detection theory. Varying the threshold can re-

sult in different human responses to the system; frequently studied dimensions

include reliance, compliance (Meyer, 2004), and trust (Chancey et al., 2017).

These different responses can, in turn, affect how well people perform at detec-

tion tasks when using these systems (Wickens et al., 2006).

Although these studies typically focused on binary decisions in repetitive con-

texts, they may have implications for open-ended tasks like text composition.

For example, the confidence threshold may affect the degree to which people
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attend to predictive text suggestions, rely on them, or comply with them. If the

system shows suggestions rarely but those suggestions are often useful (corre-

sponding to a low false alarm rate), the writer may perceive system as being

more useful, and thus pay more attention to it.

Perceptual considerations may also be relevant to how confidence thresholding

affects writers. When the confidence level of the predictive system transitions

from below-threshold to above-threshold, a suggestion will appear suddenly.

Since the appearance of new content captures attention (Yantis & Jonides, 1984;

McCormick, 1997; Rauschenberger, 2003), the writer may pay more attention to

the new suggestion than if suggestions had been always available. If the new

suggestion is irrelevant, it may interfere with the writer’s working memory

(Chenoweth & Hayes, 2003); if it is relevant, it risks out-competing the word

that the writer would have generated (Raaijmakers & Jakab, 2013).

3.2 Research Questions

Our main research question is: how do predictive suggestions affect what is

written? Since we expect that the primary mechanism of this effect might be

that people accept suggestions that are offered, our more specific question is:

RQ1: To what degree do people choose the words that the system suggests?
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We also wondered how suggestions might affect the length of text entered.

Since suggestions reduce the physical effort (number of taps) required to enter

texts, we wondered if writers would choose longer texts when suggestions were

available. So our second research question is:

RQ2: How do suggestions affect text length?

Predictive systems using confidence thresholding have been widely deployed

(Chen et al., 2019) and have been studied for speed effects (Quinn & Zhai,

2016), but their effects on content are unknown. Since applying a threshold

reduces the frequency at which the system presents suggestions, its suggestions

may have overall less effect on the content written than when suggestions are

always available. But subjective and perceptual factors (discussed in the Re-

lated Work) may cause a relatively larger effect when the suggestions do appear.

Since even the direction of any content effects is unclear, we ask:

RQ3: How does the effect of suggestions on writing content differ if only high-

confidence suggestions are shown?

Finally, the literature is currently divided on the impact of intelligent text

entry technology on speed. Some studies found speed and error rate benefits

(Alharbi et al., 2019), especially for systems that permit ambiguous input ges-

tures such as swipes (Reyal et al., 2015) and imprecise tapping (Vertanen et al.,
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2015, 2018). But other studies failed to find speed benefits for predictive sugges-

tions (Quinn & Zhai, 2016 and Chapter 4). The authors of those studies con-

jectured that the time required to attend to suggestions more than made up for

the speed benefit of avoiding extra taps. However, the temporal costs of these

two activities may have substantial individual differences (Koester & Levine,

1994), so there may be some people for whom predictive suggestions are indeed

helpful (such as people with motor impairments) that may not be observed in

small studies. Also, the speed impact of predictive suggestions depends on their

accuracy, as pointed out by authors as early as Koester & Levine (1994); recent

advances in language modeling technology have substantially improved predic-

tive accuracy. Finally, transcription studies require the additional task load of

attending to the text to transcribe, so study design may have a large impact on

text entry performance (Polacek et al., 2013). Few studies have measured the

speed of text entry outside of transcription tasks (exceptions include Vertanen

et al. (2018) and our own work in Chapter 4). So our final question is:

RQ4: How does suggestion visibility affect text entry speed?
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3.3 Study

To evaluate the effect of predictive text on writing content, we conducted a

within-subjects experiment in which participants wrote captions for images

while we varied the visibility of predictive suggestions that the keyboard offered.

3.3.1 Task

An open-ended writing task allowed us to measure the effect of suggestions on

content. We chose image captioning as our task because it was short, controlled,

and repeatable: many different images can be captioned in a short time, so a

within-subjects design was feasible. The range of possible captions for a single

image was wide enough to observe differences in content but narrow enough

that the variance in content characteristics between writers was not too large.

In each trial, participants were instructed to write a “specific and accurate”

caption for a given image, by typing on a simplified touchscreen keyboard. Fig-

ure 3.1 shows an example of the task.

3.3.2 Design

We manipulated a single factor, the Visibility of suggestions presented by the

touchscreen keyboard, with three levels:
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Always The keyboard showed three predicted words above the keyboard, using

the familiar “suggestion bar” interface.

Never No suggestions were shown (the suggestion bar was hidden)

OnlyConfident Like Always, except the keyboard only showed suggestions

when the confidence of the predictive model exceeded a threshold.

The study was a within-subjects design: each participant wrote twelve cap-

tions, four with each level of Visibility (Never, Always, and OnlyConfi-

dent). The order of conditions was counterbalanced across participants, but

the images were presented in a fixed order, resulting in a counterbalanced as-

signment of images to Visibility conditions.

3.3.3 Measures

Content

Imagine typing a given sentence while a predictive text system offers sugges-

tions. Sometimes a word to be entered will appear as one of the three sugges-

tions before even its first letter is entered; we refer to such words as predictable.

We refer to all other words as unpredictable (even if it is later suggested after

more letters are entered). The predictability of a word is a property of the text,
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not the manner in what that text was entered : we count a word as predictable

even if the suggestions were disabled at the point that it was actually entered.

This contrast is crucial to be able to compare the content written between differ-

ent types of suggestion systems.

Texts differ in predictability: on one extreme are texts that use only sug-

gested words, on the other would be texts that are generated by avoiding

initially-suggested words. This observation motivates our primary measure.

Our primary measure is the number of predictable words. Since the length of

text written could differ between conditions, we also measure the total length

of captions in words and the number of words that were not predictable words

(predictable + unpredictable = total length). To simplify analysis, we stripped

all punctuation except for mid-word. (Almost all captions written were a single

sentence, so punctuation was not needed to separate sentences.) These measures

allow us to answer RQ1–RQ3.

We also measured the uncorrected error rate as the number of low-level errors

(typos, misspelling, etc.) that were present in the caption that the writer sub-

mitted. (Since our primary interest was how system design affected content, we

ignored errors that the writer corrected before submission.) Since most captions

had zero or one typos, we simplified our analysis to consider only whether or
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not a submitted caption included a typo.

To label typos, one of the authors inspected all writing, blind to condition,

with the help of the Microsoft Word contextual spelling checker, and corrected

typos and spelling mistakes including mismatched articles (‘a’ vs ‘an’). Gram-

matical and factual errors, which occurred rarely, were left uncorrected. Any

caption that was corrected in this way was labeled as having a typo.

Since typos would artificially reduce the number of predictable words, leading

to inflated estimates of content effects, we computed that measure on typo-

corrected text also.

Process Measures

To answer RQ4, we used logged data to compute typing speed. We compute

speed by dividing the final text length in characters (including spaces) by the

interval between the first and last input action on the typing screen.

We used the participant’s mean typing speed in the Never condition as a

baseline to control for individual differences (which could stem from prior touch-

screen typing experience, effort invested, device characteristics, and many other

factors). Our main measure was the ratio of the participant’s typing speed to

this baseline speed.
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Subjective Measures

We collected both block-level and overall subjective measures. Surveys after

each keyboard block collected task load data using all six NASA TLX items on

a 7-point scale (Hart, 2006). We analyze the sum of these measures, but also

individually examine the “physical” and “mental” load items, as has been done

in prior work (Quinn & Zhai, 2016).

The final survey asked participants to pick which of the three keyboard de-

signs they experienced were “most helpful” for three goals: accuracy, specificity,

and speed. Keyboard designs were indicated by number, and participants could

see all of their captions for reference. We analyzed the total number of times

that participants picked each keyboard design.

3.3.4 Analysis

We applied statistical estimation methods for our primary outcomes (Dragicevic,

2016). Except where indicated, we estimated means and confidence intervals by

non-parametric bootstrapping. Since we expected substantial individual differ-

ences, we bootstrapped grouped by participant: Each of the 10,000 bootstrap

iterations resampled participants with replacement; we used the complete data

for each participant chosen.
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Since we expected substantial variance across both participants and images

for all measures, we used lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) to estimate linear mixed-

effects models at each bootstrap iteration with both participant and image as

random effects. (The random effects structure mitigates the pseudoreplication

that would otherwise occur from analyzing trial-level data.) We report the boot-

strapped estimates of the means and pairwise contrasts for the Visibility fixed

effect.∗

3.3.5 Procedure

Images

We used 12 images selected from the Microsoft COCO (Common Objects in

Context) dataset (Lin et al., 2014). Most images showed people doing outdoor

activities (surfing, flying kites, etc.), or familiar scenes such as a train station

or a bus on a street. Our selection process was motivated by potential use in

a different (unpublished) experiment. We found the twelve pairs of images in

the validation set of 2014 COCO release where the two images had the most

similar captions. We defined similarity as the tf-idf similarity of unigrams in

the concatenation of all five of the captions that crowd workers had originally

∗The overall analysis approach was planned and clearly indicated content effects of pre-
dictive suggestions, but the analyses reported here reflect refinements and simplifications
performed after seeing the initial results.
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entered for each image. We randomly picked one image from each pair to be a

prompt for caption writing.

Predictive Keyboard

We implemented a custom touchscreen keyboard modeled on commercial key-

boards but where we could manipulate the content and visibility of the sugges-

tions. Compared with commercial keyboards, our keyboard was simplified in

several ways; the instructions explicitly pointed out the first three:

• the keyboard had a single layer (lowercase only, minimal symbols, and no

numbers)

• no ability to edit past text except for backspacing and retyping (and

delete key did not automatically repeat), so editing was more cumbersome

than people may have been used to

• no auto-correct (the instructions encouraged participants to manually

correct typos)

• no automatic insertion of suggestions or corrections; ignoring the sugges-

tion bar produced the same results as if it were not present

• no key target resizing; the mapping from screen location to key was fixed

The UI showed word predictions in the familiar “suggestion bar” interface

used in contemporary mobile phone keyboards (Bi et al., 2014; Quinn & Zhai,
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2016). When the writer entered a partial word, the suggestions offered comple-

tions of that word, otherwise the suggestions showed likely next words. The

writer could choose to tap a suggestion, tap a key, or tap the backspace key

(which deleted a single letter at a time). The system updated the suggestions

after each user action.

Figure 3.1 shows the task as it appeared on a participant’s device, including

the image, caption written so far, and suggestions offered by the system. The

screen layout ensured that the participant’s complete writing was always fully

visible and visually close to the keyboard and suggestions (if applicable); partici-

pants may have had to scroll to see the complete image.

The keyboard showed the top three most likely predictions from the language

model as suggestions, subject to the constraint that if the cursor was in the

middle of a word, all predictions must have the characters typed so far as a

prefix.

Our keyboard generated predictions using an LSTM language model using

OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017), trained on image captions. For this study we

did not give the system access to visual features from the image being captioned

(i.e., the system offered the same predictions regardless of image). Models ran

on a cloud VM, providing predictions to the client with a typical latency of
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under 300ms from tap to prediction visibility.

The language model was a single-layer LSTM, with hidden state dimension

of 2048.† The model was trained on the COCO training set captions using the

Adam optimizer with the “Noam” learning rate schedule (Vaswani et al., 2017),

with a base learning rate of 2, 8000 warm-up steps, β2 = 0.998, and parame-

ters initialized using the Xavier uniform scheme (Glorot & Bengio, 2010). The

batch size was 128. If the norm of the gradient for any batch exceeded 2, it

was re-normalized to have a norm of 2. After 10 epochs, the model achieved a

perplexity of 16.32 and a top-1 accuracy of 46.00%.

We constructed the OnlyConfident system by modifying the Always sys-

tem to hide all three suggestions when the predicted likelihood of the words was

less than a threshold. We chose the thresholding method and value by gener-

ating predictions at 1000 randomly chosen beginning-of-word locations in the

COCO validation set and logging whether the word that followed was one of the

three predicted. We considered thresholding based on the maximum, mean, or

minimum likelihood of each of the three predictions, and chose to use the max-

imum because it obtained the highest AUC. We then chose the threshold value

that would have resulted in suggestions being displayed 50% of the time. At

†For historical reasons, we actually used a “sequence-to-sequence” model but with the
input set to a constant token; this does not affect our results.
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this threshold value, the false positive rate was 25.7%. When the maximum con-

fidence dropped below the threshold, the keyboard showed a blank suggestion

bar.

Participants

The study was carried out remotely as a mobile web application that partici-

pants accessed using their own touchscreen devices.‡ We recruited 111 partic-

ipants (61 male, ages 19–61) from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants re-

ceived $5 for completing the study. Since the experiment required a low-latency

connection to our US-based server, we limited participants to those in the US

and Canada. We required participants to have a 99% approval rating on at least

1000 HITs. The study was conducted in English; all participants reported “na-

tive” or “fluent” English proficiency.

The landing page described the study as using various mobile phone key-

boards to type descriptions of images, with an expected time of about 30 min-

utes. After a statement of informed consent, participants read a description

of the task, which promised a $0.50 bonus for the most specific and accurate

captions. They then read a brief overview of the flow of the experiment, which

emphasized that they would be using three different keyboard designs and they

‡The study procedure was approved by our institutional review board.
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should attempt to remember their experiences with each.

Before any of the writing tasks, participants completed a task tutorial with

the overall instruction to write the most specific and accurate caption they

could for each image. The tutorial included examples of captions that differed

in specificity and accuracy. Some pilot participants seemed to think that we

simply meant for them to write long captions, so we revised the instructions

to encourage writers to be concise. Examples were provided, based on different

images than those used in the experiment. We did not prevent writers from

writing multiple sentences, but all examples provided were a single sentence (as

were most captions that participants wrote).

Each participant wrote captions for twelve images. The body of the experi-

ment consisted of three blocks, one for each condition (which we referred to as

“keyboard design”). Each block began with a page prominently displaying the

number of the keyboard design they were about to use (e.g., “Keyboard Design

3”). Next, participants completed a “practice round” with that keyboard, in

which they were given a sentence to transcribe (a caption written for an im-

age, not shown, that was not one of the images to caption). If they did not use

suggestions, they were encouraged to complete the transcription task again, in

case they had been too fixated on the text to transcribe that they failed to no-
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tice the suggestions. Then they typed captions for four images, followed by a

survey about their experience with that keyboard. We chose to keep the same

keyboard design within each block of trials so that participants could become

accustomed to the behavior of each keyboard. The experiment closed with a

survey asking for comparisons between their experiences with each of the three

keyboard designs, as well as demographics (all questions optional).

The experiment enforced that participants typed at least one word before

a caption could be marked as completed, but otherwise no restrictions were

enforced on the length or time taken for writing captions. Notably, we did not

require participants to use suggestions while writing their captions.

We excluded two participants who visibly violated our instructions to write

captions that were specific and accurate. Both wrote captions that averaged less

than five words, such as “there is teniss” and “people flying kites.” Other than

those written by these participants, all captions seemed generally appropriate

and grammatical.

All participants used a suggestion at least once when typing captions, and

no participant accepted every suggestion, so we did not need to exclude partici-

pants based on those criteria.
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3.4 Results

We collected a total of 1308 captions (109 participants after exclusion; each

wrote captions for 12 images).

3.4.1 Content Effects

Predictability The figures show the estimated means (Figure 3.2) and pair-

wise differences (Figure 3.3) between suggestion Visibility conditions for the

main content measures. The strongest contrast that emerged was that an aver-

age of about one additional unpredictable word was used when suggestions were

Never visible compared to the Always (CI: [0.68, 1.60]) or OnlyConfident

(CI: [0.46, 1.27]) conditions.§ The data also indicate (albeit less clearly) that

captions written in Always had around 0.78 (CI: [0.32, 1.24]) more predictable

words than OnlyConfident.

Figure 3.2 also shows two measures derived from the above measures, length

and fraction predictable, which convey no new statistical information but

may be useful for interpretation. Captions written with Never-visible sug-

gestions were longer (14.6 words) than those written in the other two conditions

(Always: 13.9 words, OnlyConfident: 13.4 words), with a clear difference of

§A pairwise difference that is statistically significant at the α=0.05 level (in a null-
hypothesis test setting) will have a 95% CI that does not contain 0.
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Figure 3.2: Estimated means of content measures for captions written. Error bars show 95% con-
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about 1.26 (CI: [0.66, 1.86]) more words with Never than with OnlyConfi-

dent suggestions. The difference between Never and Always was in the same

direction but did not seem to be as strong (.76, CI: [0.18, 1.36]), and there did

not seem to be a substantial difference in caption length between OnlyConfi-

dent and Always. The fraction of predictable words was about 6% (CI: [3%,

8%]) higher for Always-visible than Never-visible suggestions and about 4%

(CI: [1%, 6%]) for OnlyConfident than Never.

Typos Suggestions seemed to reduce the number of typos that participants

left uncorrected in their captions. Of the 124 captions that had typos, 73 (59%)

were written with Never suggestion visibility, 27 (22%) with OnlyConfident,

and 24 (19%) with Always. Comparing the two conditions with suggestions

visible (Always and OnlyConfident) jointly against the Never condition,

Fisher’s Exact Test found that the odds ratio for a caption having a typo was

0.31 (CI: [.21, .45]) in favor of fewer typos for suggestion conditions.

3.4.2 Process Effects

We found that baseline typing rate was a strong predictor of the ratio be-

tween typing speed with suggestions (either Always or OnlyConfident)
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and baseline typing speed.¶ We used a linear mixed model to predict the

block-wise mean ratio of speed to baseline speed: speed ratio to baseline =

a × baseline speed + b + εparticipant, where ε represents the participant-level ran-

dom effect. The 95% confidence interval for b was [1.35, 1.66], indicating that

suggestions increased typing speed overall. But the 95% confidence interval for

a was [-0.29, -0.14], indicating that as baseline speed increased, the benefit of

suggestions decreased. As Figure 3.4 shows, some of the fastest typists in our ex-

periment wrote slower when suggestions were visible, but since our participants

included few such typists, we lack evidence to determine whether suggestions

would slow down fast typists in general. The figure also shows that we did not

observe a significant difference between the two levels of suggestion Visibility

(Always and OnlyConfident) in terms of speed. To quantify this observa-

tion, we fit a separate model including a term for Visibility; the confidence

intervals for both Visibility ([-0.08, 0.08]) and its interaction with baseline

speed ([-0.05, 0.03]) were nearly symmetric around 0.

¶Since Never forms the baseline, analyses in this paragraph consider only Always and
OnlyConfident Analyses in this paragraph use 1000 iterations of parametric bootstrapping.
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3.4.3 Subjective Experience

Ranking results from the closing survey suggest that participants strongly pre-

ferred visible suggestions over Never and generally preferred Always over

OnlyConfident visibility. Participants picked the Always condition as most

helpful 206 times, OnlyConfident condition 101 times, and Never condi-

tion 20 times. A χ2 goodness-of-fit test finds that this result would be highly

unexpected under the null hypothesis that all three Visibility conditions are

equally helpful (χ2
2 = 159.6, p < .0001).

When suggestions were hidden (Visibility=Never), participants reported

higher task load overall as well as for both the physical and mental effort items

individually. Figure 3.5 shows that the pairwise difference was approximately

one point on a 7-point scale for both the physical and mental items, for a differ-

ence of about 5.5 points overall.

3.5 Supplemental Analyses

Since we observed that captions written with suggestions were shorter than

those written without suggestions, we conducted supplemental analysis to ex-

plore potential explanations for this result.

Since the analyses in this section were conceptualized after seeing the data,
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image P U % corrected text
11 11 50 people are on sand with five kites in the air as a man

in a red shirt and two children hold kites
7 3 70 a family of three on the beach flying kites together

7 9 44 an old brown train pulling away from a small train
station by a baby blue building

5 3 62 a train pulling into a quaint train station

11 12 48 a man in a black shirt with the number eight and grey
pants swinging a baseball bat with many players in
the background

11 5 69 a baseball player with the number eight jersey has just
hit the ball with the bat

Table 3.1: Examples of captions with varying percentages of predictable words (%). P = number
of predictable words, U = number of unpredictable words. (The captions for each image were
sorted by percentage predictable and an example was taken at the first quartile and third quar-
tile for each image.) Image credits: https://flic.kr/p/GyXLw, https://flic.kr/p/fkybX6,
https://flic.kr/p/6Yxc61

they should be treated as exploratory.

3.5.1 What types of words were predictable?

Table 3.1 gives examples of captions at different levels of predictability. Inspec-

tion of examples like those shown suggested that the difference in the fraction of

predictable words might express itself in terms of a difference in use of words of

different parts of speech. Of particular interest seemed to be nouns and adjec-

tives. Also, since we noticed that descriptions of color were sometimes missing

in high-predictability image captions, we looked at the number of color adjec-

tives used. Figure 3.6 shows that suggestions may have resulted in fewer adjec-
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tives.

3.5.2 Why were captions shorter with suggestions?

We conjecture that the suggestions offered may nudge the writer to skip a word.

For example, suppose someone is typing “a tennis player is swinging his racket

on a green tennis court”. As they are about to type “green,” the system instead

suggests “tennis,” encouraging the writer to skip “green.” To describe this sce-

nario we will say that “green” was skip-nudged : one of the words suggested at

the beginning of a word matched the following word.

We analyzed the 436 texts written in the Never condition, thus not affected

by suggestions, to identify potential skip-nudges. Of these texts, 299 (69%) had

at least one skip-nudge. There were a total of 488 skip-nudges, 202 (41%) of

which were predictable (i.e., the skip-nudged word was also one of the predic-

tions). (If we consider only those suggestions that would be still presented in

OnlyConfident, there are only 228 skip-nudges, of which 120 (53%) are pre-

dictable.) The top 10 predictable skip-nudged words were: a, wedding, tennis, is,

to, tree, at, train, of, baseball; the top 10 unpredictable skip-nudged words were:

red, white, desktop, is, sits, sitting, computer, on, small, bathroom.
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3.6 Discussion

Captions that people wrote when presented with predictive suggestions dif-

fered from what they wrote without suggestions. The differences that were most

clearly supported by our data are:

1. captions written with suggestions visible were shorter and used fewer

words that were unpredictable, both by a magnitude of about 1 word, than

when suggestions were not visible (RQ1, RQ2),

2. captions written with low-confidence suggestions hidden had fewer pre-

dictable words than those written with suggestions were always shown

(RQ3), and

3. predictive suggestions had a positive effect on typing speed overall, but

with decreasing benefit for faster typists (RQ4).

Supplemental analysis enables us to conjecture a two-part explanation for

these observations. However, further study is needed to determine whether these

explanations are accurate and sufficient.

First, suggestions may have sometimes encouraged people to skip a word that

they would have entered. Since our analysis found that both predictable and

unpredictable words could be skip-nudged at similar rates, this encouragement

would lead to reduced numbers of both unpredictable and predictable words,

resulting in shorter captions overall.
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Second, perhaps people would have entered an unpredictable word but the

appearance of a prediction caused them to substitute a predictable word instead

(see, e.g., the caption of Figure 3.1). This substitution would increase the num-

ber of predictable words and reduce the number of unpredictable words by the

same amount, so length would be unaffected.

Together, skipping and substitution imply that the number of unpredictable

words would be reduced, which could account for the first observed difference.

Confidence thresholding reduced the number of times that predictable words

were suggested, thus reducing the likelihood of substitution. This account could

explain the difference in predictable word count between the two conditions

where suggestions were shown.

Our speed findings agree with the AAC literature (surveyed in Trnka et al.

(2009)) that predictions often improve communication rate but with substantial

individual differences (Koester & Levine, 1994).

Writers overall preferred conditions where suggestions were always available

(as indicated by lower task load and explicit preference rankings). However,

the finding that captions entered using suggestions tended to be shorter sug-

gests that minimizing physical effort does not fully account for the differences

in word choice that we observed. If participants were simply minimizing their
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physical effort, the captions entered with Never-visible suggestions would have

been shortest, since that condition requires participants to type each character.

Other participants typed shorter captions for the same images in conditions

where suggestions were available, which indicates that an easier-to-enter utter-

ance was available and acceptable. This finding underscores that the content of

the suggestions influences text content.

3.6.1 Limitations

Several limitations of our study lead us to urge caution against overgeneralizing

its results: we do not claim that commercially deployed predictive systems have

the kind and degree of content effects that we found in our study. However, we

conjecture that they do already influence content and that this influence will

grow as prediction generation and interaction technology improves. We urge

follow-up study of deployed systems to evaluate these content effects.

Experimenter Demand Effects Even though the instructions and re-

cruitment never mentioned predictions (or synonyms such as suggestions or

recommendations), the design of this experiment was vulnerable to experimenter

demand effects in other ways. For example, the opening survey asked about

participants’ ordinary use of the suggestion bar, the consent form indicated the
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purpose of the research, and the suggestions constituted the main and salient

difference between experiment blocks, which indicates to participants that their

use is interesting to the researcher (Zizzo, 2010). Moreover, if the participant

did not use any suggestions whatsoever, even completely unambiguous comple-

tions of a word, during a practice transcription task in which relevant sugges-

tions were available, the system encouraged them to repeat the practice round

and use the suggestions; this intervention may have created a carry-over de-

mand effect in the captioning tasks. This happened for 48 participants, many

of whom reported that they use the suggestion bar on their own phones “often”

or “almost always”. So we suspect that participants did not use suggestions

during practice rounds for more mundane reasons specific to the transcription

task, such as having to switch attention between the text to transcribe, the text

written so far, a potentially unfamiliar keyboard, and the suggestions offered.

Our findings are about the effects of suggestion use, not the degree to which

they are used, so the presence of demand effects does not challenge the validity

of our conclusions.

Generalization to other writing tasks While the task we used was

more representative of real-world writing tasks than transcription tasks used

in most writing studies, captioning is still not a common task. We would ex-
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pect our findings to generalize to other tasks where the main goal is describing

concrete things (e.g., video description, reviewing of products and services, or

describing real estate). But our findings may not generalize to other types of

tasks, such as those involving conceptual exposition or persuasion, or even to

writing descriptions longer than a sentence. Our findings may also be influenced

by the specific prompt we provided, which asked participants to write captions

that were “specific,” “accurate,” and “concise.” Finally, participants wrote as

part of a paid task on MTurk; predictive text could have different effects on

writing by other groups of people or for different objectives.

Generalization to other predictive text systems The predictive

keyboard that we used in our experiments differed from commonly deployed

predictive keyboards in two ways that may affect the generalizability of our find-

ings. First, the keyboard did not offer automatic corrections of mistyped words.

The lack of corrections may have caused writers to increase their propensity

to consider suggestions because entering a word without using completion sug-

gestions incurs the greater cost of potentially having to backspace and correct

a typo. (On the other hand, writers may have also needed to pay more atten-

tion to the text that they have just entered, rather than looking at suggestions,

which would decrease their propensity to consider suggestions.) Second, our in-
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terface did not allow participants to edit past words without backspacing over

every character in between, so writers may have typed more carefully.

The suggestion generation system may also affect generalizablitiy, since its

suggestions were very strongly adapted to the domain of image captioning. As

such, our findings could be viewed as a peek into the future: as predictive text

systems gain access to more contextual data (e.g., Google’s Smart Compose,

Chen et al., 2019 uses context from the writer and current email thread), they

will likely be able to make predictions that are even more strongly adapted to

the task (and also to the writer) than ours were.

Experience with System Participants wrote only four captions (plus one

practice) with each system. Writers may behave differently after more exposure

to a predictive system; if that exposure leads them to trust the system more,

the effects of the system on the content of their writing may be larger than

what our short study observed.

3.6.2 Conclusion

Predictive text systems help many people write more efficiently, but by their na-

ture these systems only make certain content efficient to enter. Our study found

that writers are sensitive to these differences: when presented with predictive
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text suggestions, people wrote shorter and more predictable language. In short,

predictive text suggestions—even when presented as single words—are taken as

suggestions of what to write.

Online Appendix

Data and analysis code is available at https://osf.io/w7zpa/.
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4
Effects of Suggestion Length on Writing

Content

This chapter contains content based on a paper presented at UIST 2016 (Arnold

et al., 2016). The pronouns “we”, “our”, and “us” in this chapter refer to the

authors of that paper.

This chapter presents the design and evaluation of a system that extends the

contemporary “suggestion bar” design of mobile keyboards to present incremen-

tally acceptable phrases.
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The contributions of this chapter include:

• an extension of the mobile keyboard suggestion bar to offer phrases,

• a restaurant reviewing task for studying long open-ended text composi-

tion,

• behavioral and subjective evidence that phrase suggestions shape the

resulting composition to a greater extent than single words, which are

treated as predictions,

A system capable of suggesting multi-word phrases while someone is writing

could supply ideas about content and phrasing and allow those ideas to be in-

serted efficiently. Meanwhile, statistical language modeling has provided various

approaches to predicting phrases. This section introduces a simple extension to

the familiar mobile keyboard suggestion interface that presents phrase sugges-

tions that can be accepted by a repeated-tap gesture. In a composition study

using this system, phrases were interpreted as suggestions that affected the con-

tent of what participants wrote more than conventional single-word suggestions,

which were interpreted as predictions.

Opportunity

Most mobile keyboards include a suggestion bar that offers word completion,

correction, and even prediction. While the suggestion bar plays a central role
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in commercial products used daily by billions of people, it has received limited

attention from academic research (Bi et al., 2014; Quinn & Zhai, 2016).

Design Goals

In designing our phrase prediction interface, we sought a design that would

not interfere or conflict with the existing word prediction interface (e.g., by

requiring writers to look in different parts of the interface for word vs phrase

predictions) and use minimal extra screen real estate. We also sought a design

where a writer who only wanted part of a phrase would be able to express that

directly, rather than having to accept too much and delete.

Existing interaction techniques cannot fluently merge word and phrase predic-

tion. For example, after typing “The rest o” the stock iPhone keyboard offers

the two-word suggestion of the in addition to the single-word suggestion of to

address the problem of accepting part of a multi-word suggestion. And Smart

Compose and similar systems use a completely separate visual presentation and

interaction technique to present and accept phrase suggestions.

Study

How do people use phrase predictions? How do phrase predictions affect what

people write?
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Figure 4.1: We augment the standard mobile keyboard suggestion bar (offering buttons contain-
ing individual words such as The, I, and it) by previewing the coming words in small blue text.
A user inserts words by tapping repeatedly on the button, one tap per word. The suggestion ad-
vances after each button tap, e.g., if the rightmost button is quintuple-tapped, the text it is a
great place is inserted, the word to is suggested, and the preview text advances to become go for
a romantic.
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To answer these questions, we conducted a within-subjects study comparing

a simple phrase suggestion interface (Figure 4.1) with a nearly identical sys-

tem in which only a single word was suggested in each of the three suggestion

boxes. Participants were given the task of writing reviews for restaurants of

their choice.

4.1 System

Our system generates word predictions in a manner that closely matches exist-

ing predictive text systems. Given the text written so far, our system predicts

three likely next words and shows them in equal-sized suggestion buttons, with

the most likely suggestion in the center. If the user starts typing a word, the

suggestions are instead completions of that word, but the behavior is otherwise

the same.∗ Tapping a word inserts it with automatic spacing.

4.1.1 Phrase Preview Design

We extend the next-word predictions into phrase suggestions by showing phrase

previews within the existing suggestion bar. For each single-word suggestion,

the system predicts the most likely 5-word continuation phrase that begins with

that word and shows as much of the continuation phrase as fits (typically all

∗We did not use autocorrect for this study.
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five words on our devices, for a total of six visible words per slot) below the

suggestion in smaller blue text (Figure 4.1).

Tapping repeatedly on that suggestion slot inserts that phrase, one word per

tap. After each tap the system also shows suggestions in the two other predic-

tion slots, each also including a word plus a continuation phrase.

This design fulfills our design goals. The phrase preview technique for pre-

senting predictions only shows additional information, rather than changing the

behavior of word predictions, so the basic tap-to-accept interaction is unchanged

from word prediction. (The phrases generated may differ from those that would

have been offered in a word-by-word prediction, since they are generated all at

once.) Since the phrase previews are presented immediately below the corre-

sponding word, reading them is as natural as reading the next line in an article.

And since the suggestion bars on existing keyboards already have extra vertical

space (perhaps in order to be easier to tap), we could add phrase predictions

without taking up any additional screen real estate (unlike Smart Compose and

similar approaches, which require room in the composition area to show the

predicted phrase).
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4.1.2 Phrase Suggestion Generation

The system generates word predictions using an n-gram language model, then

extends each word into a phrase prediction using beam search. The system first

finds the three most likely next words, then for each word uses a beam search to

find the 5-word phrase that is most likely to follow it. Beam search is commonly

used in machine translation to find high-quality translations (Green et al., 2014;

Rush et al., 2013).

We used KenLM (Heafield et al., 2013) for language model queries, which

uses Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser & Ney, 1995), and we pruned n-grams that

occur less than two times in the corpus. We mark the start-of-sentence token

with additional flags indicating if the sentence begins a paragraph or document.

To increase the ability of the system to make useful long suggestions, we

focus on a single domain—for this study, we choose restaurant reviews. This

choice anticipates by perhaps only a few years the ability of mobile devices to

run powerful language models (e.g., via model compression (Prabhavalkar et al.,

2016; Geras et al., 2016)) such as contextual neural language models (Ghosh

et al., 2016; Kannan et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2019) that can leverage a user’s

complete activity context, such as what kind of artifact they are currently writ-

ing and to what audience, plus their location history, prior communications, and
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other information. A remote server provides suggestions over WiFi; in practice,

predictions in our study were shown in less than 100ms.

We built a word-level 5-gram model from the 213,670 restaurant reviews in

the Yelp Academic Dataset.†

For simplicity of both the experiment interface and backend processing, we re-

stricted the allowed set of characters to lowercase ASCII letters and a restricted

set of punctuation (see Figure 4.1). This restriction allowed our experimental

keyboard to only need a single layer. In our experiments we instructed partici-

pants to disregard capitalization.

4.2 Study

We wanted to learn how people use phrase predictions and how these predic-

tions affect the content of what they write. We needed an open-ended writing

task so that predictions could potentially affect content (or not). The task also

needed to use a domain with enough training data to generate good phrase

predictions. We chose restaurant reviewing as a task that fulfilled these goals.

People often write reviews on mobile devices, and the task presents many op-

portunities for people to accept phrases that were not exactly what they might

have written on their own but were still perfectly acceptable.

†https://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge
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4.2.1 Design and Procedure

We compared two conditions for prediction length:

Phrase: phrase previews are shown in blue text beneath the single-word sugges-

tions (as in Figure 4.1)

Word: identical behavior to Phrase except phrase previews are hidden

The only difference between the two conditions is whether or not the phrase

preview is shown; identical one-word suggestions are shown in both conditions,

and repeated taps on the same slot insert the same text that would have been

inserted in the Phrase condition.

We used a within-subjects design: we asked participants to write four restau-

rant reviews, two for each condition (condition ordering was counter-balanced).

To familiarize themselves with the keyboard and suggestion mechanism, par-

ticipants first practiced with both conditions (order randomized). Then before

writing reviews, participants wrote down names of four restaurants that they

had visited recently. The system then guided them to complete each review in

sequence (order randomized), alternating conditions between reviews. (This

pre-commitment mechanism ensured that participants did not select restaurants

based on, for example, the types of suggestions offered.) We instructed partic-
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ipants to write reviews that were at least 70 words in length, and displayed a

word counter. We offered a reward for high-quality reviews.

Twenty students (undergraduate and graduate) participated in a lab study

lasting 45–60 minutes for monetary compensation. We used 5th-generation iPod

Touch devices, which have a 4-inch 1136×640 display.

4.3 Results

We report both behavioral data from system logs as well as subjective data

from surveys done both after each review and at the conclusion of the session.

All statistical analyses are mixed-effects models, with participant as a random

effect and condition (Phrase or Word) as a fixed effect. Unless otherwise noted,

we combine the logs of each participant’s two trials for each condition. We ex-

clude from analysis 19 reviews where more than 95% of the review was written

using suggestions, leaving 61 reviews from 16 participants. We only report on

whole-word suggestions, i.e., those suggestions offered when the participant had

not yet begun typing a word.
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4.3.1 Behavioral Measures

Participants accepted more whole-word predictions in the Phrase condition

(F(1,15)=37.5, p < .0001): 45% of words‡ in Phrase condition compositions

had been inserted by prediction, compared with 28% of words in Word condi-

tion reviews. This effect has two parts: (1) participants typed out a word when

they could have used a suggestion more often in the Word condition (44% of

times when a suggestion matching the final word chosen was offered) than in

the Phrase condition (28%) (F(1,15)=19.1, p < .001), suggesting that par-

ticipants paid more attention to suggestions in the Phrase condition, and (2)

reviews written in the Phrase condition contain more words that had been of-

fered as suggestions at the time they were entered: 63%, compared to 51% in

the Word condition (F(1,15)=42.1, p < .0001). So showing phrases shaped the

content that participants wrote more than showing the same suggestions one

word at a time.

In both of our interfaces, repeated taps in the same suggestion slot insert suc-

cessive words of a phrase. In the Phrase condition, where the participant saw

a preview of upcoming words, participants accepted two suggestions in a row

1312 times, of which 85% were consecutively in the same slot, i.e., part of the

‡Here, a “word” is a contiguous sequence of non-space characters.
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same phrase. In contrast, in the Word condition, of the 776 times that partic-

ipants accepted two suggestions in a row, 56% were consecutively in the same

slot (F(1,15.3)=20.2, p < 0.001; one participant had no consecutive suggestion

acceptances in either condition). As expected, the average length of phrases ac-

cepted (defined as consecutive whole-word suggestion acceptances in the same

slot) was longer in the Phrase condition (mean 2.8 words) than the Word condi-

tion (1.5 words; F(1,15)=15.6, p = .0013); 14% of phrase acceptances were the

full 6 words initially shown.

We compute the error rate by dividing the number of backspace taps (each

deleting a single character) by the total number of taps. We did not observe

a significant difference between conditions (25% in Phrase, 19% in Word,

F(1,15)=3.2, n.s.). Our keyboard did not support any assistive gestures for

correction, such as tap-and-hold to delete whole words, which we suspect would

reduce the difference between conditions.

We did not observe a significant difference in overall typing rate between the

two conditions (20.0 wpm§ for Phrase, 20.9 for Word, F(1,15)=0.69, n.s.). On

the one hand, participants were able to insert a phrase faster when they could

see the preview (for same-slot transition times, Phrase mean = 0.8 s, Word

§Here, a “word” is five consecutive characters, including spaces, the definition more com-
mon in text-entry studies.
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Transition time (s)
Phrase Word

consecutive suggestions 1.0 1.3
. . . same slot 0.8 1.1
. . . diff slot 2.2 1.4
before suggestion 1.2 0.9
after suggestion 1.8 1.3

Table 4.1: Time (secs) between successive interactions involving suggestions. When phrases were
shown, participants accepted consecutive suggestions in the same slot more quickly, showing that
many participants successfully used a multi-tap gesture to enter a phrase. However, they delayed
more before and after using a suggestion, so the overall text entry rate did not increase.

mean 1.1 s); overall, 24% of all suggestion-to-suggestion sequences in the Phrase

condition took less than 300 ms, compared with 0.3% in the Word condition.

But on the other hand, participants spent more time before starting to accept a

suggestion (Phrase mean 1.2 s, Word mean 0.9 s) and after finishing accepting

a suggestion (Phrase mean 1.8 s, Word mean 1.3 s). See Table 4.1 for timing

details.

Analyzing the two trials for each condition separately, we do not find any

main effect of trial number on rate of suggestion usage (F(1,41.9)=3.87, n.s.)

or error rate (F(1,43.1)=2.01, n.s.). Interaction of condition and trial num-

ber was also not significant for either analysis (F(1,41.75)=.002 for usage,

F(1,42.7)=.002 for error rate, n.s.).
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4.3.2 Subjective Measures

Participants reported that suggestions helped them think of how to say

what they wanted to say more in the Phrase condition (1=strongly disagree,

5=strongly agree, mean 2.8) than the Word condition (mean 2.1; F(1,15)=6.4,

p = .02). Participants also rated whether suggestions helped them think of what

to say ; ratings were marginally higher in the Phrase condition (mean 3.0, vs

mean 2.3 for Word; F(1,15)=3.8, p = .07). In a cumulative survey, they more

often reported that Phrase suggestions gave them ideas. (Phrase mean 3, Word

mean 2.2, t(19)=2.3, p = .03.)

Overall preference was split nearly evenly: 11 participants preferred the Word

keyboard and 9 preferred the Phrase keyboard. Participants liked that the

phrase keyboard gave them ideas of both what to say and how to say it, some-

times in ways that were better than what they had in mind or better matched

the style of the genre (in this case, restaurant reviews). But they disliked that

the phrases suggested were often generic or trite, and felt that the phrases

forced them into certain less creative ways of thinking. In contrast, the “Word”

suggestions helped people write in “my own words” and be more “thoughtful.”

They also liked that text entry felt faster and easier in the Phrase condition,

but some commented about spending a lot of time reading phrase suggestions
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(though there was no significant difference in ratings on “I felt like I spent a lot

of time reading the suggestions”: Phrase mean 3.0, Word mean 2.6, F(1,15)=1.5,

n.s.). Participants commented that both Word and Phrase suggestions were

often distracting, confirming the findings of a prior study (Quinn & Zhai, 2016).

4.4 Discussion

Phrase suggestions affected both the process and product of composition. The

short delays between successive suggestion insertions indicate that participants

successfully inserted phrases as units, rather than re-evaluating the suggestions

for each successive word. (Consistent with a previous study on word sugges-

tions, the additional cost to evaluate suggestions counteracted the speed ben-

efit of inserting a suggestion, so the overall speed did not improve (Quinn &

Zhai, 2016).) The phrase suggestions also shaped the final review: when shown

phrases, participants accepted a greater number of suggestions, and those sug-

gestions were more often repeated taps in the same suggestion slot. Since the

single word shown in a suggestion slot was identical in the Word condition (i.e.,

it was also part of a phrase), this evidence indicates that people made different

choices about what to say when predictions were presented as phrases.
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4.4.1 Limitations

Although our open-ended composition task is arguably much more representa-

tive of mobile typing in the wild than the transcription task used in almost all

text-entry studies, our task was still a lab study with corresponding limitations:

memories may have faded, and participants are not as invested in the resulting

review as if it were to be actually published.

Since the phrase preview interface was novel, participants may have overused

it in effort to explore how it worked or perhaps to please the experimenter.

Therefore the effect sizes reported here are likely to be overestimates of the

true effect sizes of phrase predictions.

A prominent limitation of multi-word suggestion systems is that high-quality

suggestions are hard to generate unless something is known about what the user

intends to write about. In this present study we partially avoided this limita-

tion by focusing on the domain of restaurant reviews, where a large corpus of

domain-specific text is available. Our approach is directly applicable to other

task- or domain-specific entry tasks, such as other kinds of reviews (products,

movies, etc.), customer relations management, or product support. In com-

munications such as email, the recipients, subject, message thread, and prior

sent messages can all serve as context with which to generate suggestions. In
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a general context across applications (where the name of the currently active

application can be a context feature), our interface could easily adapt by only

showing phrase suggestions when there is sufficient context to merit suggestions.

Gathering appropriate context across users, in an efficient and private manner,

is left as an interesting open challenge. Since much of this data resides within

specific applications, the keyboard software would need to interact heavily with

applications so as to offer better suggestions.
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5
Effects of Sentiment Bias of Phrase

Suggestions

This chapter contains content based on a paper presented at Graphics Interface

2018 (Arnold et al., 2018), including work done in collaboration with Krysta

Chauncey. The pronouns “we”, “our”, and “us” in this chapter refer to the

authors of that paper.

This chapter presents a study on whether text suggestions affect high-level

writing decisions, such as the sentiment that a writer chooses to convey about
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their personal experience at a restaurant. Motivated by the observation that

the phrases offered tended to be positive, it presents a study that manipulated

the sentiment of phrase suggestions and found that writers wrote more positive

content when presented with positively slanted suggestions. Since online review

corpora tend to be biased towards positive content, this finding has the con-

cerning implication that biases in datasets not only cause biases in algorithm

behavior (a fact well established by recent research) but also cause biases in the

content produced by people interacting with those algorithms.

The contributions of this chapter include:

• evidence that phrase predictions exhibit a bias towards positive sentiment

when trained on a restaurant review dataset, and

• evidence that the sentiment valence of predictions offered during writing

affects the sentiment valence of what people write when presented with

these predictions

• Evidence that naive text prediction systems for review-writing domains

can produce suggestions that are biased towards positive sentiment

• A method for shaping the sentiment of contextual suggestions generated

during real-time typing.

• A study demonstrating that writers generate restaurant reviews with more

positive content when presented with positive suggestions.
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Figure 5.1: Biases in training data can cause intelligent systems to offer assistance that is un-
intentionally biased. In our experiment, we manipulate a predictive text system to exhibit a bias
towards positive sentiment (top screenshot) or negative sentiment (bottom screenshot). Although
the stated purpose of showing these predictions is efficiency, do biases in the prediction content
affect the sentiment of what people write?

Prior research has demonstrated that intelligent systems make biased deci-

sions because they are trained on biased data. As people increasingly lever-

age intelligent systems to enhance their productivity and creativity, could sys-

tem biases affect what people create? We demonstrate that in at least one do-

main (writing restaurant reviews), biased system behavior leads to biased hu-

man behavior: People presented with phrasal text entry shortcuts that were

skewed positive wrote more positive reviews than they did when presented with

negative-skewed shortcuts. This result contributes to the pertinent debate about

the role of intelligent systems in our society.

Motivated by the interest in understanding and mitigating bias in intelligent

systems, we asked two questions: (1) can intelligent systems that support cre-
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ative tasks exhibit unintentional biases in the content of the support that they

offer, and (2) do these biases affect what people produce using these systems?

We investigated these questions in the context of a commonly used intelligent

interactive system, namely, predictive text on mobile devices. We focused on

the task of writing restaurant reviews, an everyday task that people often do on

mobile devices. Writing can exhibit many kinds of biases, such as race, gender,

or culture; we focused on one type of bias: the valence of the sentiment that

is expressed in a review, i.e., is the review favorable or unfavorable toward the

restaurant? In addressing the first question, we found that available review cor-

pora are biased towards positive content and that a standard text-generation

algorithm generated suggestions that humans perceived as biased positive, even

after rebalancing the dataset using star ratings. Then, by manipulating the sen-

timent of suggestions in a controlled experiment, we found that positively biased

suggestions bias people to write content that is more positive. Taken together,

these two studies suggest a chain of bias : biases in training data cause biases in

system behavior, which in turn cause biased human-generated products.

The sentiment of the suggestions could affect the sentiment of the result

through several different mechanisms. First, the suggested phrases may provide

specific positive (or negative) information that the writer uses, either because it
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is easy to enter via accepting the suggestion verbatim, or because the suggestion

reminds them of an aspect to discuss even if they do not use the exact words

suggested. Second, the suggestions may “prime” the writer as they implicitly

function as examples of what sentiment of writing is expected: if all examples

are positive, a writer may feel like a negative phrase is out of place; in contrast,

suggestions with a diversity of sentiments may convey that a variety of senti-

ments is expected.

5.1 Phrase Suggestions are Biased Positive

Predictive text suggestions can vary in the sentiment that they express. For

example, consider a writer composing a restaurant review. After the writer

types ‘The’, the system could choose to suggest ‘best’ (positive sentiment va-

lence), ‘worst’ (negative valence), or ‘food’ (neutral). The strength of sentiment

expressed in suggestions can be even stronger when the system can suggest

phrases (e.g., “staff are super friendly,” “prices are very reasonable,” or “only

good thing about”).

Are contemporary predictive text systems equally likely to offer positive sug-

gestions as negative suggestions, or do they exhibit biases in sentiment? We

first study the biases present in existing approaches for suggestion generation in
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Table 5.1: Examples of readily available datasets of reviews with star ratings: number of re-
views (N) and statistics of their star ratings (1–5, 5 highest). Review datasets are biased positive.
Datasets: Yelp (restaurants only, from https://www.yelp.com/dataset) Amazon product re-
views (from http://snap.stanford.edu/data/amazon/productGraph/), TripAdvisor (from
http://sifaka.cs.uiuc.edu/~wang296/Data/index.html)

Dataset N Median Mean ± stdev

Yelp 196,858 4 3.59 ± 1.17
Amazon 82,456,877 5 4.16 ±1.26
TripAdvisor 1,621,956 4 3.93 ± 1.21

writing.

5.1.1 Online Review Corpora have Biased Sentiment

Suppose a practitioner wants to develop an intelligent system for supporting

review-writing. This system likely needs a set of existing reviews so that it

can learn typical characteristics of reviews. A reasonable strategy would be

to search the Internet for datasets of user-generated reviews and pick one with

an appropriate domain and size. Unfortunately, this reasonable strategy is likely

to give the practitioner a biased dataset. Table 5.1 shows the distribution of

star ratings in several corpora of online reviews. In none of these readily avail-

able review datasets is the mean or median star rating below a 3 on a 1–5 scale.

Though these are far from the only collections of review texts on which a prac-

titioner may train a text generation system, their bias is clear and large, even

when only considering star rating as a coarse proxy for sentiment.
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5.1.2 Systems Trained on Reviews Make Biased Suggestions

Predictive text systems use statistical models of language to estimate the proba-

bility that a given word or phrase will follow in a particular context, then show

the phrases with the highest probability. Consider a corpus composed of several

different groups, for example, positive, neutral, and negative restaurant reviews.

If the training data contain more examples of one group than the others, then

the predictions will favor a relevant word or phrase from the more common

group over an equally relevant word or phrase from a less common group simply

because that phrase occurs more frequently.∗

In this section, we demonstrate that phrase prediction systems do present

biased suggestions to writers.

Suggestion Generation System We used a phrase suggestion generation

system similar to that of Chapter 4. To try to correct for the overabundance

of positive reviews that we noted above, we constructed a training corpus by

randomly under-sampling reviews from the Yelp restaurant review corpus so

that there was an equal number of reviews with each of the five available star

ratings. We also held out a 10% sample of reviews for validation experiments

∗Another cause of stereotyped predictions is more subtle: even if the probabilities could be
corrected for the differences in base rates between groups, the accuracy of the model will be
lower in underrepresented groups because of the reduced amount of training data.
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described below. Despite the smaller training set size, the relevance of the sug-

gestions seemed qualitatively sufficient for our purposes. We will refer to this

text generation system as balanced in this paper, though as the results below

show, the system’s output is not actually balanced.

Re-typing Paradigm We simulated re-typing existing reviews and gener-

ated suggestions using balanced, then compared the suggestions with the

text that was originally typed. We constructed samples to evaluate in the fol-

lowing way. First, we subsampled held-out reviews evenly from the five star

rating classes. For each review, we picked a word boundary such that at least

five words remained before the end of the sentence. We then simulated retyping

the review until that word boundary and extracted the set of suggestions that

the system would present. We picked one of the three suggestions uniformly at

random and presented it in comparison with the five words that actually fol-

lowed in the original review. If the suggestion happened to match the original

text exactly, we drew a new location.

Writing process theories posit that writers pause longer at sentence bound-

aries than other word boundaries because they are planning their next sentence

(Torrance, 2015). While doing so, they often read what they have already writ-

ten (Torrance et al., 2016). Thus, a suggestion displayed at the beginning of
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a sentence has a larger potential impact on the writer’s plan for the sentence

that follows. Since the retyping process described above would otherwise sam-

ple sentence beginnings rarely, we oversampled sentence beginnings by deciding

uniformly whether to pick the beginning of a sentence or a different word.

Suggestions Trend Positive, Especially Phrases We compared the

sentiment of the text of the suggestions offered by the system with the text that

was actually written in the original review. To do so, we presented pairs of texts

(with their original context of five prior words) to MTurk workers and asked

which they perceived as more positive. Workers could also choose a “neither”

option if the sentiment valence was indistinguishable. The interface randomized

whether the suggestion or the original text was shown first. We showed each

pair to three different workers and took the majority vote (breaking three-way

ties in favor of “neither”). We coded the result as an ordinal variable taking

values -1 (original word/phrase selected as more positive), 0 (neither), or 1 (sug-

gested phrase selected as more positive).

We collected rankings for 500 suggestions. A binomial test showed that at

sentence beginnings, the suggestions were picked as more positive significantly

more often (164 out of 263 total suggestions, p < .0001) than the original re-

view text, across all star ratings of original reviews. For mid-sentence sugges-
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tions, the difference was less pronounced, but in comparisons where there was

a winner (rather than “neither”), the generated text was more positive than

the original text significantly more often (112 out of 184 decided comparisons,

p = .003).

Since the original star rating of the review should predict how positive the

original text is, we expected it to influence how its sentiment compares with

the generated text. If the generated text were always consistently like that of

a 5-star review, we would expect a strong influence of star rating on the binary

comparison: the original text would always be more positive than text from

1-star reviews, but compared with text from 5-star reviews it would be a toss-

up. On the other hand, if the generated text tended to follow the sentiment of

the original text (because the context of the suggestion leads in a particular

direction), the star rating would have a relatively minor effect on the binary

comparison.

Figure 5.2 shows that generated phrases were rated on average more positive

than the original text, but less so for higher star ratings and for mid-sentence

suggestions. To quantify this effect, we fit two separate ordinal logistic models

predicting the more positive option, one for beginning-of-sentence suggestions

and one for mid-sentence suggestions, with the star rating of the original review
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as an ordinal fixed effect. For beginning-of-sentence suggestions, we observed a

strong effect of review star rating: the likelihood ratio was 31.7, p < .0001. For

mid-sentence suggestions, we observed a much weaker effect (likelihood ratio of

9.79, p=0.044).†

These findings indicate that generated phrases at the beginning of sentences

were more strongly positive than what people wrote without those suggestions.

In the middle of a sentence, suggestion sentiment stayed closer to the sentiment

in the original text but still leaned positive.

These findings were in the context of phrase suggestions. To determine if

single-word suggestions are also perceived as biased, we repeated this entire pro-

cess of suggestion sampling (with a different random seed) and annotation to

generate another 500 suggestion pairs, except that this time we limited both

the original and generated text to a single word. We found that single-word

suggestions did not have a clear difference in sentiment compared with the cor-

responding original words: in most beginning-of-sentence pairs, participants

indicated that neither text was more positive; mid-sentence votes were split

evenly among the three options.

†Since the effect size for ordinal effects in ordinal regressions is unintuitive, we repeated the
analysis with the original star rating as a continuous effect. For beginning-of-sentence sugges-
tions, the log-odds was 0.43 per star (95% CI 0.304–0.691), and for mid-sentence suggestions,
the log-odds was 0.18 (CI 0.019–0.349).
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Figure 5.2: Stacked histograms of the number of times that phrases generated by the bal-
anced system were chosen by crowd workers as more positive than naturally occurring text, in
pairwise comparisons. The generated text was usually perceived as more positive, reflecting a
bias towards positive content in the training data. The effect was strongest for suggestions at the
beginning of a sentence (lower panel).
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5.1.3 Discussion

The above findings indicate that phrase suggestions reflect the positive bias

observed in the training data: generated phrases are usually perceived as more

positive than the text actually written in prior reviews.

It is not clear why a system trained on a dataset with equal counts in each

star rating would be biased positive. If positive reviews tended to be longer

than negative reviews, that could explain the bias, but in fact negative reviews

tend to be longer (146.6 words for 1-star reviews vs 115.4 words for 5-star re-

views). A possible explanation is that even 1-star reviews often have some char-

acteristics of positive content, such as phrases like “a friend recommended this

to me.” Also, some negative reviews begin with positive aspects of the product

or experience before their complaints.

5.2 Effects of Suggestion Sentiment on Writing Content

We have found that biased training data results in biased suggestions; we now

study whether biased suggestions lead to biased writing output. In this sec-

tion, we describe an experiment in which we present writers with suggestions

manipulated to vary in sentiment valence, and measure the effects that these

suggestions have on the sentiment of the resulting writing. We first introduce
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the interactive system that we build on, then discuss the conceptual design of

the experiment, and the modifications needed to manipulate the behavior of the

system. We then describe the details of the experimental task, measures, and

procedure.

5.2.1 Interactive System for Text Suggestion

We use the same phrase-shortcut keyboard as described and studied in Chap-

ter 4.

5.2.2 Experiment Design

We hypothesize that when writers are given positive suggestions, their writ-

ing will include more positive content than when they are given negative sug-

gestions. To test this hypothesis, we needed to manipulate the sentiment of

suggestions that a system provides to participants and measure the sentiment

valence of their writing. It is not possible to offer suggestions that are uniformly

“positive” or “negative”; in the middle of a glowingly positive sentence, a nega-

tive suggestion would be seen as irrelevant; in a purely factual sentence, it may

not be possible to offer text that has any perceived sentiment at all. Instead,

we skew the distribution of sentiment of the generated text: in the condition

we call skew-pos, we increase the likelihood that the system generates a pos-
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itive suggestion instead of a negative one, and in skew-neg, we increase the

corresponding likelihood of negative suggestions. As the results of Study 1 sug-

gest, the differences between these two systems will be most apparent at the

beginning of a sentence. The system must manipulate the sentiment of the sug-

gestions without being irrelevant, ungrammatical, or unreasonably extreme.

Since we expected that participants may take some time to react to changes

in suggestions, we chose to keep the suggestion strategy constant for each writ-

ing artifact (in this case, a restaurant review), changing only between artifacts.

Since we expected individual differences in behavior and artifact, we used a

within-subjects design and mixed-effects analysis. We had participants write

about both positive and negative experiences, for a total of 2 (prior sentiment

valence) x 2 (suggestion valence) = 4 trials for each participant. In our analy-

ses, we fit random intercepts for each participant and include block and prior

sentiment as ordinal control variables, unless otherwise noted.

5.2.3 Manipulating Sentiment of Suggestions

Controlling the sentiment of text generation is an active area of research (Lip-

ton et al., 2015; Radford et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017). However, we were not

yet able to get these new techniques to run at interactive speed on commodity
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hardware. On the other hand, training on only reviews of a certain star rating

unduly compromised the relevance of the language model. So for the present

experiment, we used a simple “reranking” approach in which a contemporary

language generation system generates a large number of candidate phrases, then

a second process re-orders these candidates to pick the most positive (for skew-

pos) or negative (for skew-neg).

The system generates the set of candidate phrases using a modification of

the beam-search process used in the system of study 1. We used the same base

language model as for that study, balanced, based on subsampling the Yelp

review corpus so that it had an equal number of reviews with each star rating

(1 through 5). However, we modified the beam search process so that it would

generate a range of possible phrases. To generate candidate phrases, the system

first identified the 20 most likely next words under the language model, then for

each word generated the 20 most likely phrases starting with that word using

beam search with width 20, resulting in 400 candidate phrases.

We then used a classifier to select a set of phrases from among the candidate

set according to the desired sentiment skew. We trained a Naive Bayes classifier

to predict review star rating using bigrams as features.‡ For each candidate

‡For short snippets, such as the phrases that we evaluate, such a simple approach can
outperform more complex models (Wang & Manning, 2012).
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phrase, the system computed the probability that each phrase came from a 5-

star review (for skew-pos), or a 1-star review (for skew-neg). A simplistic

approach would be to then suggest the phrases with the most extreme positive

(or negative) sentiment. However, the phrases with the most extreme sentiment

were sometimes ungrammatical, awkward, or simply irrelevant. We found that

pilot study participants tended to ignore suggestions that they perceived as

irrelevant, so we added a likelihood constraint to the generation process: the

system first picked the three phrases with highest likelihood under balanced

that start with distinct first words, then iteratively replaced each phrase with

one of the candidate phrases that was more positive (or more negative), so long

as (1) the set of suggestions would still start with distinct first words and (2)

the contextual likelihood of the replacement phrase was no less than β times

the likelihood of the phrase it replaced. We chose β = e−1 ≈ 0.36 (one nat)

because the resulting phrases tended to be grammatically acceptable and still

skewed in sentiment. Although likelihood can be a poor proxy for grammatical

acceptability (Lau et al., 2016), the approach seemed reasonably successful in

pilot studies. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the output of this approach. We

parallelized language model evaluations in the beam search to increase speed.

The overall latency from tapping a key to seeing a suggestion was typically
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less than 100ms with commodity hardware, which is similar to the latency of

deployed smartphone keyboards.

5.2.4 Validation of the Sentiment Manipulation Approach

We validated our sentiment manipulation approach using the sentiment analysis

functionality of Google Cloud NLP. Using a methodology identical to that used

in Study 1, we generated 500 sample contexts. We took the last six words of

each context and appended each of four phrases: the text that had followed that

context in the original review (true), and the suggestions generated by each of

the three systems we studied: the baseline balanced system (used in Study 1),

the skew-pos system, and the skew-neg system. We then submitted each of

the 500*4=2000 resulting phrases to the Google Cloud NLP sentiment analysis

service and recorded the sentiment score (which ranges from -1.0 for maximally

negative to +1.0 for maximally positive).

Figure 5.3 shows that the sentiment manipulation approach successfully cre-

ated a difference in sentiment valence between the skew-pos and skew-neg

systems. An all-pairs Tukey’s HSD test confirms that the difference in sentiment

means between skew-pos, skew-neg, balanced, and true was significant

at the p=0.05 level for all pairs except for skew-pos and balanced. Note,
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Figure 5.3: Box plots of sentiment scores computed by the Google Cloud NLP sentiment API
for suggestions generated by skew-pos (top; mean score 0.23) and skew-neg (bottom; mean
score 0.07), for the same 500 phrase contexts drawn from existing reviews; middle plot shows the
difference (skew-pos - skew-neg) for each context. Notches show confidence intervals for the
median. The sentiment manipulation method successfully creates a difference in sentiment valence.
Neither system was always positive or always negative, however.

though, that all means are above 0.0, indicating that in no condition are the

suggestions more negative than positive on average.

5.2.5 Task

We asked participants to write restaurant reviews using touchscreen keyboards

that offered word and phrase shortcut entry functions. We modeled our task
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design on the design used in Chapter 4. The reviews that we asked participants

to write were about specific experiences at actual restaurants that they com-

mitted to write about before the experiment began. Our instructions motivated

accuracy and quality using quotes from the reviewing guidelines on Yelp and

promised a bonus for high-quality reviews. We also encouraged participants to

avoid typos, since the contextual suggestion system relied on accurate spelling

of the context words.

5.2.6 Procedure

We implemented a simplified touchscreen keyboard as a mobile web application

using React, using WebSockets to connect to a server that generated suggestions

and managed the experiment state. After tapping on a suggested word, the web

application opportunistically advanced the suggestion to the next word in the

corresponding phrase, so multiple words from a phrase could be entered quickly,

without waiting for a response from the server. The keyboard was designed to

mimic a standard mobile phone keyboard in look and feel but was simplified

to be modeless. As such, it only supported lowercase letters and a selected set

of punctuation. For simplicity and to focus attention on the prediction (rather

than correction) aspect of the typing interface, the keyboard did not support
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autocorrect.

We recruited 38 participants from a university participant pool to participate

in our web-based study. Participants were compensated with a gift card for $12

for an estimated duration of 45–70 minutes. Study procedures were approved

by the university IRB. Participants were instructed to use their own mobile

devices, so screen size and device performance varied between participants.

At the start of the experiment, we asked participants to list four establish-

ments that they would like to write about, two above-average experiences and

two below-average experiences. For each one, we also asked for their overall

opinion about the establishment in terms of a star rating. We chose this pro-

cedure so that participants would be strongly encouraged to report faithfully

about their experiences with accuracy and detail, rather than making up an

imaginary review to play with the suggestions or get through the experiment

quickly.

Participants then completed a tutorial to familiarize themselves with the

keyboard and suggestions. Participants were instructed to write a sentence

about the interior of a residence they know well, as if writing a description for a

site like Airbnb. During the tutorial, the keyboard presented suggestions using

the same algorithms as the main experiment, but with training data drawn from
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Airbnb postings from 16 cities in the US and without sentiment manipulation.

The system then instructed participants to write about the four establish-

ments they listed, one at a time. To ensure that each participant experienced

all four combinations of writer sentiment and suggestion sentiment, the order of

establishments was randomized in a specific way. The system chose whether to

have the participant write about the above-average experiences or below-average

experiences first, then it shuffled the restaurants within each category. The or-

der of conditions was also randomized: the first condition is randomly chosen as

one of skew-pos or skew-neg, then subsequent conditions alternated.

The framing used to describe the suggestions is important to the validity of

our experiment. A term such as “suggestion” or “suggestion” implies that the

content of the suggestions reflect what the experimenter desires. If participants

simply viewed the suggestions as telling them what they should write, then the

effect of suggestions on writing content would be trivial. Even with more neu-

tral language such as “words or phrases offered by the keyboard,” participants

may still guess the intent of the researchers. Instead, we needed to actively fo-

cus participants on a different aspect of the suggestions. Since the selling point

of these systems is usually efficiency, we chose to emphasize that aspect. We did

this in two ways: first, we referred to the suggestions as “shortcuts.” Second, we
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added a feedback mechanism to help participants gauge whether the suggestions

would help them write more efficiently. Since the suggestions offered by our sys-

tem were generally much more relevant to the task than the domain-general sug-

gestions that participants may have been accustomed to from their experience

with predictive text keyboards, we added a feedback element to the interface:

whenever a participant typed a character that caused the current word to be a

prefix of one of the words that are currently being presented as suggestions, the

interface highlighted that fact: that word remained in its corresponding sugges-

tion slot (even if the suggestions generated after entering new character would

have otherwise caused it to be reordered), the suggestion flashed, and the prefix

was highlighted.

After each of the four trials, participants completed a short survey asking

what star rating they would now give to the establishment, and how the senti-

ment of the “shortcuts” compared with the experience they were writing about.

5.2.7 Measuring Sentiment of Writing

For evaluating the sentiment of complete writings, we chose the unit of analy-

sis to be the sentence: smaller units would be tedious and potentially ambigu-

ous (e.g., for “the only good thing about this place,” what is the sentiment of
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“good”?); larger units such as paragraphs or complete writings are overly coarse.

Since each sentence can contain both positive and negative content (e.g., “the

service was atrocious but the food made up for it”) or neither (e.g., “each en-

tree comes with two sides”) (Berrios et al., 2015), we asked annotators to rate,

for each sentence, how much positive content it had and how much negative

content it had. Pilot rating studies showed that raters could only reliably distin-

guish three levels of sentiment content, so we had annotators rate the positive

content of each sentence on a scale of 0 (no positive content), 1 (vaguely posi-

tive content), or 2 (clearly positive content), and the negative content of each

sentence on a corresponding scale. (Pang & Lee (2005) reports similar limita-

tions of annotation granularity.) We computed the mean across raters for each

sentence. We used the sent tokenize routine from NLTK (Bird et al., 2009)

to split reviews into sentences. We summarized the sentiment of a review by

two quantities: the mean amount of positive sentiment and mean amount of

negative sentiment, taken across sentences.

5.2.8 Adjustments to Data

Despite instructions to avoid typos, most reviews included one or two clear

typos. (Recall that the keyboard did not employ autocorrect.) Since interpre-
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tation of typos can be difficult and sometimes ambiguous for annotators, we

added a typo correction step before sentiment annotation. The typo correction

was done by one of the authors, blind to all metadata, with the assistance of

the Microsoft Word contextual spelling checker. In almost all cases the intended

text was unambiguous; the few ambiguous cases were left as-is. We did not ex-

clude participants based on excessive typos.

Despite our instructions to list two positive and two negative experiences to

write about, and separate labeled areas to enter positive and negative experi-

ences, some participants did not list any experience with less than 4 stars out

of 5. So while we used the participant’s labeling of experiences as positive and

negative to determine the trial and condition order (as described in the Proce-

dure section above), and had planned to use that label as a control variable in

our analysis, because of this mismatch we decided to use their star rating for

analysis instead. Nevertheless, we have reason to believe that the counterbalanc-

ing was successful: a regression of star rating on condition has an r2 of less than

0.01.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Effects on Writing Content

We recruited annotators from MTurk to perform the task described in subsec-

tion 5.2.7 to measure the sentiment of complete writing artifacts. Each annota-

tor rated one or more batches of four writing samples, randomly chosen from

among the entire set of writing samples. Each of the 38*4=152 writing sam-

ples was rated by three annotators. Krippendorf’s alpha agreement was 0.84

on positive sentiment and 0.85 on negative sentiment, indicating acceptable

agreement.

We observed a significantly larger amount of positive sentiment in the reviews

written with positive-skewed suggestions (skew-pos condition M=1.22, σ=0.67)

compared with negative-skewed suggestions (skew-neg condition M=0.98,

σ=0.61) (F1,106.8 = 12.3, p=.0007). For comparison, the magnitude of the effect

of switching from skew-neg to skew-pos is 77% of the estimated magnitude

of having given one additional star.

We did not observe a significant difference between conditions in the amount

of negative sentiment in the reviews written (F1,107.4 = 0.85, n.s.). Since the

validation showed that the skew-neg condition was only relatively negative,
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not negative in an absolute sense, this result is not surprising.

Compared to the star rating that participants gave their experiences when

listing them at the start of the experiment, participants gave an average of 0.27

more stars to their experience after writing about it in the skew-pos condition,

and 0.1 more stars after the skew-neg condition. However, a mixed ANOVA

did not show a statistically significant effect of condition (F1,98.13 = 1.55, n.s.).

These results reflect analyses that included all participants. We observed that

a few participants typed their reviews almost exclusively by tapping sugges-

tions. Though this may have been honest behavior, it seems more likely that

these participants attempted to complete the experiment with minimal effort

or misinterpreted the instructions. We re-ran the analyses with various exclu-

sion criteria, such as excluding participants who tapped suggestions more than

90% of the time in a single trial. However, none of these exclusions changed the

overall results, so we chose not to exclude any data in the final analysis.

5.3.2 Participant Experience

Participants often remarked on whether the “shortcuts” were accurate or if

they saved them time or effort. Many comments were favorable: “Helped me

save a lot of time.” However, some participants noted that the benefit of the
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shortcuts came at the cost of distraction: “It was very pleasant as I did not

have to write out all the words. But I think I didn’t save much time using it, as

I was constantly only looking whether the word I was wanting to write appeared

in the box.” and “It was nice to have them, but not worth the trouble.”

Several participants commented about a mismatch between the sentiment of

the suggestions and what they were trying to write, and one participant said,

“At times I felt like the predictions were guiding my writing.”

Some participants noted that the suggestions tended to be generic: “the re-

sponses lacked specificity and were difficult to incorporate”; “They definitely

make my writing more generic, but I don’t mind that.” Since the suggestions

were chosen to be those that were the most likely, it is unsurprising that they

should be perceived as generic. Future work could investigate how to offer sug-

gestions that help writers be more specific.

An error caused our Likert-scale surveys not to be administered, so we quan-

tified participant experiences with the suggestions by coding the open-ended

responses that most participants gave after each trial. For each response, blind

to condition, one of the authors rated whether it included any favorable remarks

about the suggestions (or “predictions” or “recommendations”) (on a scale of

0=none, 1=possible, 2=clear positive) and separately whether it included any
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unfavorable remarks (same 0–2 scale). For this rating process, only comments

about the content of the suggestions were considered; other kinds of comments

(e.g., responsiveness, lack of autocorrect, or the word count target) were ignored.

We excluded the five participants who gave no intelligible comments for one

or more trials, leaving 33 participants. Each participant used each condition

twice, so we summed the participant’s ratings of favorable comments and of un-

favorable comments for each condition. This procedure resulted in four numbers

for each participant: skew-pos-favorable, skew-pos-unfavorable, skew-neg-

favorable, and skew-neg-unfavorable.

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants left more favorable

comments after writing in the skew-pos condition than in the skew-neg

condition (Z=95, p=.0008). The average difference in ratings between favor-

able comments about skew-pos and favorable comments about skew-neg

(skew-pos-favorable - skew-neg-favorable) was 0.34. However, the difference

in negative comments was much less pronounced for unfavorable comments: par-

ticipants left marginally more unfavorable comments after writing in skew-neg

than in skew-pos (mean of skew-pos-unfavorable - skew-pos-unfavorable

was -0.14). The difference fails to reach statistical significance after accounting

for multiple comparisons (Z=159, p=0.029).
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5.4 Discussion

Our results supported our primary hypothesis: writers given positive sugges-

tions included more positive content. This finding suggests that positively

skewed suggestions cause writers to intensify their positive sentiment: if they

would have written a mildly positive sentence without suggestions, they instead

write a strongly positive sentence when given positive suggestions.

We did not find a corresponding effect of negatively skewed suggestions, but

this could be due to the very bias we are studying: since the suggestion system

we were manipulating was biased positive, our manipulations in the skew-neg

condition successfully reduced the positive bias, but the system still tended to

present positive suggestions more often than negative ones. Reaching a defini-

tive conclusion about the nature of truly negative suggestions requires addi-

tional study with a more sophisticated text generation approach.

We find it particularly concerning that participants gave more favorable com-

ments to the skew-pos system. While some participants were able to critically

reflect on the system’s behavior and realize that it could be biasing their writ-

ing, many participants seemed to prefer to write with the system that biased

their writing to be more positive.
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5.4.1 Limitations and Threats to Validity

Since this experiment had participants write in artificial circumstances, general-

izations to natural conditions must be drawn carefully. The strongest threat to

the external validity of our findings is that participants behaved in a way that

would “please the experimenter,” a kind of participant response bias (Dell et al.,

2012). Although we used instructions and system features to attempt to focus

participants’ attention on using the suggestions only for efficiency, some partici-

pants may have felt pressured to use the suggestions more overall. For example,

some participants may have felt that the experimenters wanted them to write in

a way that allowed them to use the suggested phrases more.

Two aspects of the experiment design may have given participants clues that

sentiment valence was important to us. First, we asked for experiences that

differed in sentiment valence (though we used the language “above-average ex-

perience” and “below-average experience”). Second, we asked for the perceived

sentiment of the suggestions after each trial (though among other survey ques-

tions). Comments in the closing survey suggest that at least one participant

realized that sentiment was interesting to us. Future work should confirm if the

results we present still hold in an experimental setting where sentiment is less

salient.
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Code to replicate these experiments is available at https://github.com/

kcarnold/sentiment-slant-gi18/.
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6
Learning to Manipulate Content

This chapter contains content based on a paper presented at IJCNLP 2017

(Arnold et al., 2017). The pronouns “we”, “our”, and “us” in this chapter re-

fer to the authors of that paper.∗

Platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit struggle to cultivate healthy

speech by their participants. Since predictive text can sway content (as the

results of Chapters 3 and 5 show), it is natural to wonder if platforms might be

able to design predictions that encourage the kind of speech that they desire.

∗Data and code are available at https://github.com/kcarnold/counterfactual-lm.
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The ability to meaningfully modulate predictions may also be a helpful cre-

ative tool for writers. For example, predictive suggestions tend to nudge writers

towards words that are more common; would it be possible to nudge writers to-

wards words that are less common—without the predictions seeming irrelevant?

At the same time, the potential for intentional content manipulation poses

ethical challenges and would require transparency and accountability on the

part of these platforms. In particular, it would be concerning if platforms were

able to manipulate the content that contributors wrote without the knowledge

or intent of those contributors.

Using predictive text to manipulate written content faces challenges that

include:

• Relevance: Although the system of Chapter 5 was able to manipulate

the sentiment of the content, only the positive slant—the bias that the

training data already had—was perceived as relevant by writers. How

can we manipulate suggestion content towards characteristics that may

be a minority in the training set, without overly compromising perceived

relevance?

• Training data: while text to train high-quality language models is abun-

dant (Radford et al., 2018), a much smaller corpus of ”desirable” data

may be available; how can this be smaller corpus be leveraged?

• Sensitivity: some users may be particularly sensitive to any attempts to
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manipulate, and such efforts might backfire.

• Adaptation: given the substantial individual differences between writers

regarding the use and influence of predictive text, it would be desirable to

be able to adapt the approach to individual users, or at least detect the

users for which the intervention is likely to be successful

• Transparency: what information can a platform provide about the way

that it is attempting to manipulate content? Can its approach be summa-

rized succinctly and accurately?

• Accountability: What evidence could platforms provide that could con-

vince an auditor that any content manipulation being attempted was in

line with what the platform reports and not being used for, e.g., increasing

engagement?

This chapter addresses the first two challenges—relevance and training data.

Approach Instead of predicting which words a writer will type, is it possible

to predict which suggestions a writer will accept? Such modeling would enable

us to make suggestions that have different characteristics, making intentional

trade-offs, if necessary, between suggestion acceptability and writing character-

istics. Unlike the language modeling task of next-word prediction, a model of

suggestion acceptance must depend on the suggestions actually offered, not just

the linguistic context as in language modeling.
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Directly estimating a model of suggestion acceptance behavior would require

an unrealistically large amount of data. To circumvent this issue, we propose

adapting an existing language model trained on next-word prediction. We can

collect data with the targeted goal of learning the difference between prediction

and suggestion.

Counterfactual learning allows us to evaluate and ultimately learn models

that differ from those that were deployed to collect the data, so we can deploy

a single model and improve it based on the data collected (Swaminathan &

Joachims, 2015). Intuitively, if we deploy a stochastic suggestion system and

observe the actions it takes, the propensity of the system to take that action in

that context, and what feedback that action gets, we could improve the system

by making it more likely to suggest the phrases that got desirable feedback.

Contributions

• We show how to use counterfactual learning for goal-directed training of

language models from interaction data.

• We show in simulation that a simple language model can be adapted to

manipulate the content of writing, given a simplified model of suggestion

acceptance.

• We demonstrate how a simple discriminative language model can be

trained with offline interaction data to generate more frequently accepted
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suggestions in unseen contexts.

6.1 Applying Counterfactual Learning to Suggestion Genera-

tion

Let h denote a suggestion system, characterized by h(y|x), the probability that

h will suggest the word or phrase y when in context x (e.g., words typed so

far).† We consider deploying h in an interactive interface such as the phrase

suggestion interface of Figure 4.1. Let δ denote a reward that a system receives

from that interaction; in our case, the number of words accepted.‡ We define

the overall quality of a suggestion system by its expected reward E[δ] over all

contexts.

Suppose we deploy a reference model § h0 and log a dataset

D = {(x1, y1, δ1, p1), . . . , (xn, yn, δn, pn)}

of contexts (words typed so far), actions (phrases suggested), rewards, and

†Our notation follows Swaminathan & Joachims (2015) but uses “reward” rather than
“loss.” Since h(y|x) has the form of a contextual language model, we will refer to it as a
“model.”

‡Our setting admits alternative rewards, such as the speed that a sentence was written, or
an annotator’s rating of quality.

§Some literature calls h0 a logging policy.
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propensities respectively, where pi ≡ h0(yi|xi). Now consider deploying an alter-

native model hθ (we will show an example as Eq. 6.1 below). We can obtain an

unbiased estimate of the reward that hθ would incur using importance sampling:

R̂(hθ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

δihθ(yi|xi)/pi.

However, the variance of this estimate can be unbounded because the impor-

tance weights hθ(yi|xi)/pi can be arbitrarily large for small pi. Like Ionides

(2008), we clip the importance weights to a maximum M :

R̂M(h) =
1

n

∑n

i=1
δi min {M,hΘ(yi|xi)/pi} .

The improved model can be learned by optimizing

ĥθ = argmaxh R̂
M(h).

This optimization problem is convex and differentiable; we solve it with BFGS.
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6.1.1 Adapting a Predictive Model to Generate Suggestions

We now demonstrate how counterfactual learning can be used to evaluate and

optimize the acceptability of suggestions made by a language model. We start

with a traditional predictive language model h0 of any form, trained by maxi-

mum likelihood on a given corpus. This model can be used for generation: sam-

pling from the model yields words or phrases that match the frequency statistics

of the corpus. However, rather than offering samples from h0 directly, many in-

teractive language generation systems instead sample from p(wi) ∝ h0(wi)
1/τ ,

where τ is a “temperature” parameter; τ = 1 corresponds to sampling based on

p0 (soft-max), while τ → 0 corresponds to greedy maximum likelihood gener-

ation (hard-max), which many deployed keyboards use (Quinn & Zhai, 2016).

The effect is to skew the sampling distribution towards more probable words.

To expand the range of suggestion strategies that the system is able to take,

we add features that can emphasize various characteristics of the generated text,

then use counterfactual learning to assign weights to those features that result

in suggestions that writers accept.

We consider locally-normalized log-linear language models of the form

hθ(y|x) =

|y|∏
i=1

exp θ · f(wi|c, w[:i−1])∑
w′ exp θ · f(w′|c, w[:i−1])

, (6.1)
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where y is a phrase and f(wi|x, w[:i−1]) is a feature vector for a candidate word

wi given its context x. (w[:i−1] is a shorthand for {w1, w2, . . . wi−1}.) Models of

this form are commonly used in sequence labeling tasks, where they are called

Max-Entropy Markov Models (McCallum et al., 2000).

The feature vector can include a variety of features. By changing feature

weights, we obtain language models with different characteristics. To illustrate,

we describe a model with three features below. The first feature (LM) is the log

likelihood under a base 5-gram language model p0(wi|c, w[:i−1]) trained on the

Yelp Dataset¶ with Kneser-Ney smoothing (Heafield et al., 2013). The second

and third features “bonus” two characteristics of wi: long-word is a binary

indicator of long word length (we arbitrarily choose ≥ 6 letters), and POS is a

one-hot encoding of its most common POS tag. Table 6.1 shows examples of

phrases generated with different feature weights.

Note that if we set the weight vector to zero except for a weight of 1/τ on LM,

the model reduces to sampling from the base language model with “tempera-

ture” τ .

Reference model h0. In counterfactual estimation, we deploy one reference

model h0 to learn another ĥ—but weight truncation will prevent ĥ from deviat-

¶https://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge; we used only restaurant reviews
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LM weight = 1, all other weights zero:
i didn’t see a sign for; i am a huge sucker for
LM weight = 1, long-word bonus = 1.0:
another restaurant especially during sporting events
LM weight = 1, POS adjective bonus = 3.0:

great local bar and traditional southern

Table 6.1: Example phrases generated by the log-linear language model under various parameters.
The context is the beginning-of-review token; all text is lowercased. Some phrases are not fully
grammatical, but writers can accept a prefix.

ing too far from h0. So h0 must offer a broad range of types of suggestions, but

they must be of sufficiently quality that some are ultimately chosen. To balance

these concerns, we use temperature sampling with a temperature τ = 0.5):

p0(wi|c, w[:i−1])
1/τ∑

w p0(w|c, w[:i−1])1/τ
.

We use our reference model h0 to generate 6-word suggestions one word at a

time, so pi is the product of the conditional probabilities of each word.

6.2 Simulation Experiment

While large datasets of pre-written text are readily available, data on suggestion

acceptance is scarce outside of industry. Moreover, even if we had suggestion

acceptance data from a deployed system, we need an empirical demonstration

that applying the methodology described above would correctly estimate the

effect of deploying a different system in that same context.
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So our first experiments use a simulated writer that accepts suggestions ac-

cording to a word-level desirability model. This setting will allow us to evaluate

the effect of different suggestion policies in the same simulated writing situation.

We begin by describing our simulated writer, then report the methodology

and results of applying counterfactual language model optimization for this

simulated writer.

Desirability Model Suppose a writer is using the interface in Figure 4.1,

which displays three suggestions at a time. At each time step i they can choose

to accept one of the three suggestions {sij}3
j=1, or reject the suggestions by tap-

ping a key. Let {pij}3
j=1 denote the likelihood of suggestion sij under a predictive

model, and let pi∅ = 1−
∑3

j=1 p
i
j denote the probability of any other word. Let aij

denote the writer’s probability of choosing the corresponding suggestion, and aij

denote the probability of rejecting the suggestions offered. If the writer decided

exactly what to write before interacting with the system and used suggestions

for optimal efficiency, then aij would equal pij (assuming a perfectly accurate lan-

guage model p). But suppose the writer finds certain suggestions desirable. Let

Di
j give the desirability of a suggestion, e.g., Di

j could be the number of long

words in suggestion sij. We model their behavior by adding the desirabilities to
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the log probabilities of each suggestion:

a
(i)
j = p

(i)
j exp(D

(i)
j )/Z(i),

and making the corresponding correction to the reject action,

a
(i)
∅ = p

(i)
∅ /Z

(i),

where Z(i) = 1 −
∑

j p
(i)
j (1 − exp(D

(i)
j )). The net effect is to move probability

mass from the “reject” action ai∅ to suggestions that are close enough to what

the writer wanted to say but desirable.

Experiment Settings and Results. We sample 10% of the reviews in

the Yelp Dataset, hold them out from training h0, and split them into an equal-

sized training set and test set. We randomly sample suggestion locations from

the training set. We cut off that phrase and pretend to retype it. We gener-

ate three phrases from the reference model h0, then allow the simulated author

to pick one phrase, subject to their preference as modeled by the desirability

model. We learn a customized language model and then evaluate it on an addi-

tional 500 sentences from the test set.
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Figure 6.1: We simulated learning a model based on the behavior of a writer who prefers long
words, then presented suggestions from that learned model to the simulated writer. The model
learned to make desirable predictions by optimizing the counterfactual estimated reward. Regu-
larization causes that estimate to generally be conservative: once the amount of training data is
sufficiently large, the reward actually achieved by the model exceeded the estimate. Plot shows
mean and standard error of the mean across different randomly selected sets of suggestion accep-
tances used for training. The cutoff is set at M = 10 for all trials.

For an illustrative example, we set the desirability D to the number of long

words (≥ 6 characters) in the suggestion, multiplied by 10. Figure 6.1 shows

that counterfactual learning quickly finds model parameters that make sugges-

tions that are more likely to be accepted, and the counterfactual estimates are

not only useful for learning but also correlate well with the actual improvement.

In fact, since weight truncation (controlled by M) acts as regularization, the
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counterfactual estimate typically underestimates the actual reward.

6.3 Collecting Acceptance Data from Human Writers

We then sought to measure the degree to which our method might capture the

difference between human acceptance behavior and what a conventional lan-

guage model would predict. The goal of this experiment was not to manipulate

the suggestions that writers actually received, but to collect data to evaluate

models offline. We first collect data from human writers using a baseline sugges-

tion policy, then use that data to train an improved suggestion policy, which we

evaluate on held-out acceptance data.

6.3.1 Data Collection

We recruited U.S.-based 74 workers through MTurk to write reviews of Chipo-

tle Mexican Grill using the interface in Figure 4.1. Based on pilot experiments,

Chipotle was chosen as a restaurant that many crowd workers had dined at.

Participants could elect to use the interface on either a smartphone or on a per-

sonal computer. In the former case, the interaction was natural as it mimicked

a standard keyboard. In the latter case, users clicked with their mouses on the

screen to simulate taps.
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Figure 6.2: Example reviews. A colored background indicates that the word was inserted by
accepting a suggestion. Consecutive words with the same color were inserted as part of a phrase.

User feedback was largely positive, and users generally understood the sugges-

tions’ intent. The users’ engagement with the suggestions varied greatly—some

loved the suggestions and their entire review consisted of nearly only words en-

tered with suggestions while others used very few suggestions. Several users

reported that the suggestions helped them select words to write down an idea or

also gave them ideas of what to write. We did not systematically enforce quality,

but informally we find that most reviews written were grammatical and sensi-

ble, which indicates that participants evaluated suggestions before taking them.

Figure 6.2 shows two examples of reviews that were written.

The dataset contains 74 restaurant reviews typed with phrase suggestions.

The mean word count is 69.3, std=25.70. In total, this data comprises 5125

words, along with almost 30k suggestions made (including mid-word).
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# accepted 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
count 27,859 1,397 306 130 91 68 107

Table 6.2: Our dataset includes 29,958 suggestions made by the system during typing. Authors
accepted at least one word of 2099 suggestions (7%), and at least 2 words in 702 suggestions
(2.3%). In total, 3745 out of 5125 words in the corpus were entered using suggestions. These
acceptance rates are comparable with those observed in other work.

6.3.2 Acceptance Policy Estimation

We used the data we collected to learn an improved suggestion generation policy.

The logs we collected included both data from the suggestion system about sug-

gestion generation propensities and data from writers about which suggestions

they accepted. Having both types of data enabled us to apply our counterfac-

tual policy optimization strategy to learn a new policy that would achieve a

higher estimated suggestion acceptance rate.

Our measure is the acceptance rate predicted for the new generation policy,

evaluated on held-out data. Intuitively, we consider a policy to be successful

if it increased the overall likelihood that the system would have generated sug-

gestions that writers responded positively to. Although it is evaluated on held-

out data, this quantity is still an estimate, since we do not actually deploy this

revised policy. As such, the value of this estimate depends on the threshold

parameter M , the maximum allowed importance weight.

We learn an improved suggestion policy by the estimated expected reward
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(R̂M). We fix M = 10 and evaluate the performance of the learned parameters

on held-out data using 5-fold cross-validation.

We compare this policy against an ablated policy that can only adjust the

temperature parameter τ . We also compare against the logging policy (which

had a fixed temperature, τ = .5).

Although the results of our earlier chapters suggest that there are large indi-

vidual differences in responses to suggestions, for this experiment we used the

same policy for all human writers for the sake of simplicity.

6.3.3 Results

Figure 6.3 shows that while the estimated performance of the new policy does

vary with the M used when estimating the expected reward, the relationships

are consistent: the fitted policy consistently receives the highest expected re-

ward, followed by the ablated policy that can only adjust the temperature pa-

rameter τ , and both outperform the reference policy (with τ = .5).

The fitted model weights (shown in Table 6.3) suggest that the workers

seemed to prefer long words and pronouns but eschewed suggestions of punc-

tuation.
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mean std
base LM 2.04 0.16

is long 0.92 0.14
PUNCT -1.16 0.26

ADJ 1.03 0.61
ADP 1.45 0.38
ADV 0.45 0.55

CONJ 0.91 0.26
DET 0.36 0.22

NOUN 0.96 0.14
NUM 0.87 0.27

PRON 1.68 0.20
PRT 0.23 1.00

VERB 0.79 0.32

Table 6.3: Fitted weights for each feature in the log-linear model, averaged across dataset folds
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Figure 6.3: Estimates of acceptance rate of the optimized suggestion generation policy, averaged
over 5 validation folds, plotted against the importance weight truncation parameter M . The
customized model consistently improves expected reward over baselines (reference LM, and the
best “temperature” reweighting LM) in held-out data. Although the result is an estimated using
weight truncation at M , the improvement holds for all reasonable M .
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6.4 Discussion

Our model assumed all writers have the same preferences. Modeling variations

between writers, such as in style or vocabulary, could improve performance,

as has been done in other domains (e.g., Chen et al. (2019)). Each review in

our dataset was written by a different writer, so our dataset could be used to

evaluate online personalization approaches.

Our task of crowdsourced reviews of a single restaurant may not be represen-

tative of other tasks or populations of users. However, the predictive language

model is a replaceable component, and a stronger model that incorporates more

context (e.g., Sordoni et al. (2015)) could improve our baselines and extend our

approach to other domains.

Future work can improve on the simple discriminative language model pre-

sented here to increase grammaticality and relevance, and thus acceptability, of

the suggestions that the customized language models generate.
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7
Opportunities for Predictive Guidance

The results thus far in this dissertation show that existing designs for predictive

text systems exhibit various types of biases—designed and emergent, incidental

and intentional. In this chapter, I consider alternative designs for systems that

predict text but avoid offering writers specific words to easily enter. Since all of

the biases studied in this dissertation take the form of writers accepting specific

words that originate from the system, such alternative designs could avoid these

biases.

Could alternative designs avoid some of these biases while still supporting
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content generation? In this chapter I ask three questions:

1. What opportunities might exist for technology to support of

writing by offering guidance for content creation without the

bias inherent in next-word prediction? I consider opportunities

around technology support for goal-setting, especially around providing

inspiration for content goals.

2. How might such guidance be presented to writers? How might

writers respond to these suggestions? An exploratory user study

comparing two suggestion methodologies showed a clear preference for

using questions as a mechanism for communicating content inspiration.

3. What advances beyond current technology are necessary to

make the proposed interventions technically feasible? I show both

the opportunities and limitations of current technology.

7.1 Opportunities for Content Guidance

What kinds of assistance could a predictive system offer, other than making

certain words easy to enter? Based on studies of educational writing interven-

tions, I argue that interventions that suggest content goals are promising, but

new technical approaches are needed to scale those interventions in breadth and

depth.
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Writers often struggle with generating effective structure for their documents.

Interventions that provide structural guidance to writers have shown benefits

to the quality of the final result (Ferretti et al., 2009; Hui et al., 2018), For

example, fourth- and sixth-grade students produced more effective essays when

provided with a list of subgoals appropriate for argumentative writing, such

as “You need to explain why those reasons are good reasons for your opinion”

(Ferretti et al., 2009). Structure-based planning, in which writers are given high-

level goals to organize their outlining, also resulted in higher quality texts than

planning using unstructured lists or not planning, although the effect was weak

and the no-planning condition had lower overall time-on-task (Limpo & Alves,

2018).

These approaches have been operationalized into technological interventions,

but past work has been domain-specific and minimally adaptive. For example,

the IntroAssist system (Hui et al., 2018) uses checklists paired with annotated

examples, both generated by experts, to scaffold writers in an uncommon but

high-impact writing task. Questions are commonly used as prompts to scaffold

contributions. For example, most of the micro-activities in the CommunityCrit

system involved answering an expert-curated question (Mahyar et al., 2018).

Examples of prior writing are often used to help writers produce new texts.
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For example, writing teachers use “Mentor Texts” to guide students to under-

stand the structures used in high-quality writing. Also, sentences that could

be included in a story helped students with learning disabilities generate better

stories (Graves et al., 1994), and researchers have suggested incorporating usage

examples from web search into writing support tools (Fourney et al., 2017).

Existing interventions are either specific to a certain kind of document or

provide only shallow support to a range of documents. Predictive text presents

an opportunity to scale these kinds of intervention in two ways: (1) to a wider

range of document types and (2) to more specific guidance within those docu-

ments.

7.2 Experience Design for Content Suggestions

The purpose of this study is to determine what form a predictive suggestion

could take that would (a) provide actionable guidance about a sentence-level

topic to discuss and (b) be perceived as relevant by writers.

Like Yang et al. (2019), my methodology for this section relied on simulated

system behavior in way that anticipated likely constraints and errors of real sys-

tems but did not depend on building a specific system. However, rather than

prototyping a complete interaction in detail, I focused this study more narrowly
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on comparing two different kinds of prediction content, delaying interface consid-

erations.

7.2.1 Task

The task was writing sentences that would belong in Wikipedia-style encyclo-

pedia articles about subjects that people were familiar with. I chose this task

because:

• the Wikipedia community has identified high-quality articles from which

structure and content exemplars could be drawn,

• those examples are permissively licensed,

• these high-quality articles often shared some topical structure,

• the task is accessible to many crowd workers, and

• the basic task can readily be repeated for different domains.

The writing tasks needed to be ones that people could meaningfully write

based on their own knowledge without seeking external information. I chose

three types of topics as ones that participants were likely to have sufficient back-

ground knowledge in: films, books, and travel destinations.
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7.2.2 Conditions

Prior approaches to providing structural guidance in writing leveraged two main

types of interventions: Examples and Expert Guidance.

Although these past interventions generally require expert curation and input,

I wondered if designs inspired by them could be used in an automated setting.

In particular, I consider designs in which a predictive system could identify

situations in which to present expert-curated scaffolding content. My main

question is, what kind of curated content should be presented?

Based on the categories of past interventions that I identified, I considered

two alternatives for the kind of content to present: Snippets and Questions.

Suppose a system predicts that a section of past writing would be a relevant ex-

ample for the writer in their current context. Snippets are those short sections

presented as-is; Questions are those sections presented in the form of questions

that the snippet would answer.

I expected that Snippets would be useful to writers because they include

not just information that writers may be able to adapt to their present task

but also structures that they could use to express that information. However,

Questions could be useful to writers in a different way: they draw attention to

the information needs of the reader.
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7.2.3 Design and Procedure

I recruited 30 participants from MTurk. Participants pre-committed to three

items of their own choice, e.g., one film, one book, one travel destination. Each

participant was then asked to write 10 sentences for an article on each of those

items.

For each sentence, participants were given 10 prompts in a fixed order. The

presentation of the prompts varied by condition: was it presented as the origi-

nal sentence (Snippet) or as an abstracted set of Questions? I also included a

NoPrompt condition in which no prompts were given.

For each prompt, the writer was first asked whether the prompt gave them an

idea about what to write for their article. If they answered Yes, they were then

asked to write a sentence.

7.2.4 Content Generation

I started by selecting one or two Wikipedia Featured Articles in each of the cat-

egories, since these were judged by the community to be of exceptional quality.

(For WikiVoyage, I used “star city” articles, which have similar roles.) I chose

a simple approach to extract content: for each sentence in the original article, I

attempted to identify a clear question that it answered. I omitted History sec-
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tions of Wikivoyage articles and plot summaries in book and film articles since

these are much more highly idiosyncratic. (Future work could study ways of

supporting writing in these cases.) For most encyclopedic texts, each sentence

answered a clear question, so this approach worked well.

I then picked the 10 sentences for which the identified questions would most

straightforwardly apply to other articles.

7.2.5 Measures

I measured the relevance of a suggestion as a binary variable: whether the

writer reported that the suggestion gave them an idea about what to write.

I measured the usefulness of a relevant suggestion by the amount of text that

the participant wrote in response to that suggestion.

Finally, I measured writers’ preference by asking, at the close of the experi-

ment, which of the systems (described as “bots”) they would prefer to have for

writing in the future.

7.2.6 Results

Participants wrote longer texts when given prompts. A mixed ANOVA predict-

ing the block-level mean of log-transformed text length from Presentation and

prior confidence showed a main effect of Presentation (F(2,43.8)=9.43, p=.0004)
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Figure 7.1: Participants wrote longer texts when given prompts (both Questions and Snippets).

but not of prior confidence (F(1,58.94)=.84, n.s.). Post-hoc comparisons showed

a significant contrast between NoPrompt and the two prompt conditions, with

the strongest contrast between Questions and NoPrompt, but the prompt condi-

tions (Questions and Snippets) were not significantly different from each other.

In this analysis, both Participant and Task were treated as random effects.

Questions gave usable ideas more often than Snippets Figure 7.2. Likelihood

ratio tests in a binomial mixed model predicting number of prompts marked as

“relevant” found a significant effect of Presentation (χ2 = 48.99, p¡.0001) and

category relevance (χ2 = 7.35, p=.007), but no interaction between the two

(χ2 = 3.75, p=.05). In this analysis, both Participant and Task were treated as
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Figure 7.2: Prompts presented as Questions were more often marked as relevant by participants.

random effects.

Writers expressed strong preference for Questions over Snippets presentation

(Figure 7.3).

7.2.7 Discussion

Results of the study suggest that suggestive topic prompts can be useful to

writers in the sense that they help writers generate more content. Since the

topic suggestions were static, not adapted to the specific document that the

participant was writing or what they had already discussed, it is unsurprising

that many suggestions were deemed irrelevant. However, it is instructive to note
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Figure 7.3: Participants chose the “bot” that offered Questions as most preferable along all three
measures asked.

that Questions were deemed relevant significantly more often than Snippets,

despite the fact that they represented two different views of the same topic.

In fact, Questions contained less information than Snippets, since they were

constructed by removing information. But the study results suggest that the

information that remained was more generalizable.

Thus I conclude that while both Snippets and Questions were often useful to

writers, writers find it easier to use Questions and are not significantly hurt by

the loss of utility presented by not seeing a complete target example. However,

I note that overall relevance of static suggestions was low, which presents an

opportunity for using predictive text technology to adapt the suggestions to the
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writer’s global and local context.

7.3 Feasibility of Generating Questions

Predictive models of language almost always predict content in the form of

words and phrases, but the suggestions studied above—exemplar sentences

and questions—are of a very different form. How might we generate topically

relevant questions using statistical language understanding techniques?

In this section I present a brief example of how to adapt language understand-

ing and generation approaches to the new task of identifying relevant questions.

The conceptual approach is to use language understanding techniques to

group snippets from past writing into structural elements, then use language

modeling techniques to predict which group is relevant.

Automated approaches based on language modeling technology can predict

what groups are relevant given what the writer has generated so far. Since the

number of automatically identified example groups is far smaller than the total

size of the corpus, manual generation of the particular abstracted content is

tractable, though future work may investigate automating even this step.

For this example, I took all Wikipedia articles that have the “film” infobox

as the source data. I then extracted the plain text of the introduction section
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of the article. I split those documents into sentences, and considered only doc-

uments that have >= 5 sentences, truncated documents at 50 sentences, and

picked documents in random order to get a total of 1.25k sentences. I then filter

those sentences to just those that are within the 25th to 75th percentile of word

count.

I then computed a vector representation for each sentence as the mean of the

ConceptNet Numberbatch vector for each word in the sentence, after removing

stop words. I then use k-means to group these sentences into 128 clusters. I

then filter the clusters to only the 80 clusters that occurred in at least 1% of

documents.

To evaluate whether these groups were understandable and relevant, I at-

tempted to generate questions that would be answered by sentences that were

closest to the center of the identified cluster. Figure 7.4 shows some examples of

the clusters identified, showing that at least some of the clusters identified even

using this very simple pipeline group together sentences that answer similar

questions, and those questions are meaningful for the target domain.

I then evaluated the ability of language modeling approaches to predict rele-

vant clusters. For each of sentences that were assigned to one of the clusters, I

trained a classifier to predict the cluster it belongs to, given the content of the
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Questions: Did the film premiere at a film festival? How did it perform?

• The film premiered at the 2012 Sundance Film Festival and was screened out of
competition at the 62nd Berlin International Film Festival in February 2012.

• The film premiered on January 21, 2013 at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival and was
screened in competition at the 63rd Berlin International Film Festival.

• The film had its world premiere at the Sundance Film Festival on January 22, 2017,
and later screened at the Berlin International Film Festival.

• The film premiered at the International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam in
November 2010 and has screened at several international festivals.

Questions: Is there live music in the film?

• A scene in which Susanna performs at a concert was filmed at Webster Hall using a
pre-recorded vocal track, a backing band and a small audience.

• It shows her seeking out old musicians and asking them to sing or strum the songs they
knew.

• In a mid-credits scene, Steve and his friends dance onstage with the Kids of Widney
High as they perform the song ”Respect”.

Questions: What awards was it nominated for?

• The film was selected as entry for the Best Foreign Language Film at the 88th
Academy Awards, but it was not nominated.

• It was selected as the Nigerien entry for the Best Foreign Language Film at the 91st
Academy Awards, but it was not nominated.

Questions: What did reviewers say about it? What aspects impressed them?

• Stephen Holden, writing for the New York Times, calls the cinematography ”spectacu-
larly beautiful,” and calls the film ”a fascinating but rambling documentary.”

• Janet Maslin of The New York Times called it ”an absorbing, frightening, entirely
believable movie, which is particularly amazing in view of its subject matter.”

• Kinemacolor is wonderfully interesting and very beautiful and gives one the impression
of having seen it all in reality”.

• ”TV Guide” rated the film 3 of 4 stars: ”surprisingly exciting”, ”fascinating” and
”sharp looking” with a good soundtrack.

Figure 7.4: Examples of sentences clustered by word vector k-means, and questions that could be
abstracted from those sentences.
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document that proceeds it. The baseline of always predicting the most common

cluster would achieve a top-1 accuracy of 18.8% on this task. A simple Multino-

mial Naive Bayes classifier on tf-idf transformed unigram and bigram counts in

the context document achieves a top-1 accuracy of 25.1%.

Thus, existing methods are applicable to this problem, though could be sub-

stantially improved.

7.4 Summary

I reported on interventions that help writers set content goals as a promising

area of opportunity for technological support of writing. I identified two types

of ways that guidance about content goals could be presented to writers during

writing: as verbatim snippets or as questions. In an exploratory user study,

questions were preferred by a large margin. Finally, I found that Identifying

clusters and predicting which are relevant is generally feasible using current

technology, but more data (and perhaps new methods) will be necessary to

generate question text.
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8
Conclusion and Future Directions

Predictive text promises to help people write more efficiently and with fewer

errors. However, when these predictions are shown to writers to use, they also

function as suggestions of what content should be written. Past studies of these

systems have neglected how suggestions might affect content, which has led

them to not notice the unintentional and potentially harmful effects of cur-

rent system designs and also to miss opportunities to design text predictions to

achieve desired content effects.

In this dissertation I presented human-subjects studies of three attributes
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of current predictive text systems: visibility, length, and sentiment. The first

study found that word-level predictive suggestions reduced the extent to which

writers used words that the predictive system did not expect, leading in some

cases to shorter writing. The second study found that the multi-word phrase

suggestions had a stronger effect on the predictability of writing than single-

word suggestions. The third study found that phrase predictions are particularly

vulnerable to propagating a present in training data. Since that bias was about

the sentiment of the writing, this study also implied that suggestions can affect

meaning, not just wording.

I then presented two enabling works in the direction of designing the content

effects of predictive suggestions. First, I presented an approach to modeling how

writers will respond to suggestions. This technique could enable designers to

create systems that offer suggestions with characteristics that differ from those

of the training data but nevertheless with some assurance that writers will find

them relevant. Then, towards the goal of designing systems that guide writ-

ers about the topical structure of their documents, I presented a study of how

writers respond to two different forms of topic prompts. This study found that

writers found topic prompts more useful when they were presented as questions

rather than example sentences, even when those sentences were drawn from
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high-quality writing. Although questions are atypical outputs for natural lan-

guage generation systems, I provided an illustrative example of how mainstream

natural language modeling and generation approaches could be appropriated for

this task.

The systems I used for the experiments in this dissertation used domain-

specific training data to be able to offer predictive suggestions that were more

relevant than is currently typical for deployed predictive text systems. However,

language modeling technology has been advancing rapidly in recent years∗, the

results I presented here suggest that content effects will become more prevalent

in the wild.

8.1 Implications

My findings underscore a general call that evaluations of intelligent interactive

systems be based on authentic tasks (Buçinca et al., 2020), and specifically the

call of Kristensson & Vertanen (2014) that text entry studies should include

composition tasks. This is especially important since the effects of predictive

text suggestions on writing may be subconscious.

Specifically, future studies of text entry technologies, especially predictive

∗A recent language model by Microsoft uses 17 billion parameters: https://www.

microsoft.com/en-us/research/blog/turing-nlg-a-17-billion
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text, should measure the content effects of these systems. The main measure

I used—number of predictable or unpredictable words—is simple to interpret

and apply, even in large-scale deployed systems. Other measures are possible;

for example, earlier versions of this work used a measure of the ideal number

of taps needed to enter a text. Studies of content effects need to consider effect

sizes: my studies found effect sizes of about one word per sentence, so future

studies of content effects must be designed with sufficient statistical power to

notice effects of comparable size.

In contrast, traditional text entry studies that use exclusively transcription

tasks and measure speed and errors treat humans like transcribing machines,

ignoring human thoughtfulness. Designers need to evaluate the systems that

they make in a way that treats users more like whole people.

Overall, researchers and platforms should measure and document how intelli-

gent technologies may manipulate what people create.

8.1.1 Ethical Questions

The evidence presented in this dissertation raises concerns regarding the ethics

of current widely deployed predictive text systems and systems of the near fu-

ture. I found that the content that the system shows affects the content that
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writers create. The nature of this effect on content may be to unintentionally

amplify biases in the data used to train the predictive system, or it might be in

the form of intentional manipulation to the content based on models of sugges-

tion acceptability.

Ethical issues arise in the design, implementation, and deployment of predic-

tive text systems. Considerations include:

• How can privacy be maintained in the training, tuning, evaluation, and

feedback processes?

• How can users (whose data is used for training the system) be informed

about the degree to which their text is (or is not) being shown to other

people?

• How can writer autonomy be respected in the design and evaluation of the

user experience of the predictive text system? For example, what kinds of

awareness of system characteristics and their own use of them would en-

able writers to make informed choices about whether and when to enable

which predictive text system?

• How can potential risks involved be considered before deploying the sys-

tem? For example, since phrases have greater impact on writing content

than word suggestions (chapter 4) and risk perpetuating biases (chap-

ter 5), the potential effects on writing content should be considered when

making choices about how long suggestions should be and which ones

should be offered.
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• How can potentially harmful content recommendations be dealt with in a

proactive way?

• Suggestions privilege a particular kind of “standard” English usage and

communication norms. Although some systems use personalized data from

individual writers, the vast majority of the training data—and thus sug-

gestion quality and (probably) frequency—will still be biased towards

“average” language. So: what effect do predictive systems have on linguis-

tic and cultural diversity, especially for minority languages and cultures?

How can these effects be considered in the design process?

• Since predictive systems function poorly in low-resource languages, might

predictive text accelerate the demise of minority languages?

• While suggestion systems have been extensively studied in the context

of accessible technology, motor disabilities have been studied much more

than perceptual and cognitive disabilities. The suggestion interfaces com-

monly studied and deployed seem to privilege the sighted, physically able,

and neurotypical. How can potential opportunities and harms to those

with diverse physical and cognitive abilities be considered in the design

process? For example, might people who struggle with impulsivity or who

tend to over-trust systems accept suggestions that may in fact have been

inappropriate?

• How might we be able to audit the effects that predictive systems are

having on human communication at scale? Specifically:

How might we notice effects that we didn’t think to look for? and How

might external observers be able to audit at least some of these potential
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impacts while respecting user privacy?

• Platforms providing predictive text systems bear responsibility for the

suggestions that their systems generate, to at least the degree that search

engines are responsible for search results and autocomplete suggestions

(Karapapa & Borghi, 2015). What technical and organizational tools and

practices would enable platforms to be aware of the impact, potentially

unintentional, of their systems on the people using them and the content

that they produce? How can they do this in a way that respects the pri-

vacy and confidentiality of writers?

• How can communities govern the use of predictive text systems? What

kinds of transparency about prediction methods, content, and use can help

governments and online communities decide what limitations to place on

predictive text systems? How can communities hold platforms accountable

to the effects of their predictions on members of the community?

• If systems make certain kinds of speech easier than others (e.g., they are

trained on a corpus of pro-government propaganda), do they limit freedom

of speech in a practical sense?

• If a document is created largely by accepting suggestions, who is rightly

the author of that document? Do the authors of the training data on

which those predictions were based have any share in the resulting docu-

ment?

A full discussion of all of these considerations is beyond the scope of this dis-

sertation. However, I think the following two implications are straightforward:
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First, predictive text systems should make it possible to disable suggestions of

full words while continuing to suggest completions and corrections, even after a

single letter. This change would greatly reduce the risk of content manipulation

since writers likely already have a specific word in mind by the time they start

typing the first letter, at a relatively small cost of at most one tap per word.

At time of writing, neither Google’s GBoard or Apple’s iOS keyboard has this

option.

Until such customization is available, writers can choose to use gesture typing:

after a gesture, the suggestion bar is repurposed to show alternative interpreta-

tions for the previously entered word rather than next-word predictions. Speech

recognition functionality may also be appropriate in some settings.

Second, platforms should share data about the use and impact of predictive

suggestions made by their products, both individually and in aggregate. Individ-

ual writers should have the right to the data on how they used predictions. For

example, the SwiftKey keyboard provides overall statistics about how efficiently

and accurately a writer is using the keyboard, but these overall statistics do not

allow writers insight into the content of what the keyboard suggested to them

or how they used those suggestions. Google’s GBoard sends usage statistics to

Google, including suggestion use (Hard et al., 2018), but does not provide a way
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for writers to access their own information. In aggregate, platforms should share

measures of the impacts of their predictions on content.

Other implications are less immediate but still important:

• The content that people write using predictive systems will become part

of the corpora used to train language models used by future predictive

systems. The resulting feedback effect could amplify biases. Those who

collect data to train text prediction systems should be mindful of the ways

in which the data they use was likely written.

• The language models that platforms use to generate predictions should

be released openly as much as possible. Not only would this practice help

defend against fake fully-automated text as Gehrmann et al. (2019) point

out, but it would also assist in accountability for predictive text systems,

and help flag training data that may have been computer-generated.

• Assistance through error avoidance (Baldwin & Chai, 2012; Mott et al.,

2017), correction (Bi et al., 2014; Vertanen et al., 2018), and disambigua-

tion (Reyal et al., 2015) may better preserve writer autonomy than word

or phrase suggestion. These systems do still make certain texts easier to

enter than others (e.g., it becomes more difficult to enter creative mis-

spellings or made-up words), but the system’s biases are less salient, so we

expect that they would impact writing content less.

Predictive text has the power to impact human correspondence. Those who

develop and deploy such systems must consider deeply how to use that power

responsibly.
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8.2 Future Work

Future work could further characterize how current predictive text affects writ-

ing content, such as by using even more sensitive measures to study other tasks

(such as computer-aided translation or persuasive writing), languages, and

suggestion interaction designs. Future work should also explore individual dif-

ferences in how suggestions affect people: both situational affect (Ghosh et al.,

2019) and stable traits (Garver et al., 2017) have been shown to modulate how

people use predictive systems.

Future work may investigate how systems may be designed to have useful

intentional biases. For example, biases towards a kind of language that is stereo-

typical in a domain can help those unfamiliar with that domain (or second-

language learners) write in a more stylistically appropriate way. Systems could

make recommendations that support members of minority groups in their goals

of how much and to whom they reveal markers of their group membership

(Reddy & Knight, 2016). Biases towards neutral, negative, or more factual re-

view text, if implemented in a socially and technically thoughtful way, may help

reduce the positive bias of online review data. And perhaps writers on opposing

sides in a debate could receive writing assistance that helps them engage with

the opposing side or ground their arguments in generally accepted facts.
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Future work could also explore ways in which suggestions may be designed to

have desirable effects on content. For example, predictive scaffolding could be

used to help second-language writers write more fluently and naturally. Could

suggestions be designed to help writers come up with ideas or express those

ideas creatively? Initial studies have yielded mixed results (Clark et al., 2018),

but the challenge is promising.

I studied descriptive writing, but writing has many interrelated purposes—to

inform, to persuade, to explain, to entertain, etc. While many of the findings

here may generalize to writing for other purposes, some different content effects

are possible, and these other purposes present different kinds of design opportu-

nities for alternative prediction designs.

The studies presented in this dissertation used writing that is relatively short,

rarely exceeding a single paragraph. However, much of writing education is

focused on making coherent writing beyond the paragraph level. Longer writ-

ing presents more opportunities for completion systems to take advantage of a

greater degree of context in order to make even more relevant predictions, but

predictions even more strongly informed by the way that other writers have

made similar arguments. These predictions could have more nuanced effects

on the content that a writer produces using a completion interaction. However,
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longer writing also expands the design space of potential predictive augmenta-

tions, such as making use of prior drafts, helping writers move back and forth

between surface text and abstracted representations such as outlines, “refac-

toring” the structure of documents to improve structure and clarify arguments,

and adapting system behavior over the course of writing a single document.

I also only studied isolated writers, but writing is an increasingly collabora-

tive process. Many opportunities exist for using text predictions in the service

of collaborative writing. For example, a team of graders for a course could it-

eratively build on each others’ comments to students to efficiently formulate a

library of high-quality comments that respond to issues common to many stu-

dents’ work. Customer support representatives and help-desk workers already

leverage common libraries of stock responses, but customization to specifics of

the current conversation is difficult. A deeper integration of predictive text sys-

tems might enable these representatives to be both personable and informative.

These studies focused exclusively on prediction interactions, so the exper-

imental apparatus was kept simple in other respects. However, modern text

entry systems consist of closely interleaved prediction, correction, feedback, and

editing mechanisms. These other mechanisms could modulate the effect of pre-

dictions.
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8.3 Parting Thoughts

This dissertation tells the story of an interplay between advances in system ca-

pabilities and development in interaction design. The growing digitization of

communication has enabled access to language data at an unprecedented scale,

which in turn has led to rapid advances in data-driven models of language. That

language modeling technology has, in turn, powered new kinds of interactions

with writers, such as autocomplete-style predictive text. More than simply mak-

ing existing interactions better, improved language understanding technology

has enabled an explosion of creativity in how interactive systems can be used to

support writers. But my studies of how predictive text affects writers then sug-

gested new kinds of interaction designs, which in turn suggested a new kind of

modeling. I expect that this story is barely the opening pages of how pervasive

connectivity, interactivity, and intelligent systems will support our connected,

collaborative society of creative thinkers building on each others’ thoughts using

advanced versions of the technology we once called reading and writing.
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